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FROM THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

et me seize this great oppor-
tunity to wish our readers and 
critical Stakeholders a won-

derful and prosperous new year, 2018.
It is perhaps most fitting to start by 

paying glowing tributes to His Excel-
lency, President Muhammadu Buhari, 
who through his policies and anti-cor-
ruption agenda, provided the enabling 
environment that has translated into 
massive investments in the Petroleum 
Sector

These policies, you will all agree with 
me, were properly articulated and imple-
mented by the Honourable Minister of 
State, Dr. Ibe Emmanuel Kachikwu, to fa-
cilitate a most profitable and self-sustain-
ing downstream sub-sector in Nigeria.

I want to particularly thank all our 
Downstream Stakeholders, who despite 
daunting challenges in the sector arising 
from domestic and global developments, 
were able to invest massively in the pe-
troleum sector to achieve lasting success. 
This goes to show the level of faith and es-
teem the Stakeholders have in the current 
administration and the country at large.

Let me also put on record the warm 
welcome and cooperation accorded me by 
Management, Staff and the vibrant local 
Chapter of PENGASSAN/NUPENG of 
the PPPRA since my assumption of office 

in May 2017. I must also not fail to men-
tion the warm and cordial environment 
that was created for the Governing Board 
to function since its inauguration, by the 
Honourable Minister and the Permanent 
Secretary.

The year 2017 no doubt, has had its fair 
share of challenges in terms of petroleum 
products supply and distribution, espe-
cially PMS which has a price cap, however, 
we are glad to state that full deregulation 
gains for other products aside PMS was 

sustained in 2017, we look to the years 
ahead with optimism that progress will be 
made in the liberalization process in the 
sector. 

The Appropriate Pricing Framework 
(APF), which has been the cornerstone 
of our policy and regulatory focus in 
2016 and 2017, faced its economic and 
post-economic recession obstacles which 
challenged a smooth and seamless imple-
mentation. However, with the leadership 
of the Honourable Minister, as well as the 
collective effort, dedication, determina-
tion and innovation of the Board, Man-
agement and Staff of the Agency, we were 
able to stay afloat and guarantee  reason-
able supply and distribution of petroleum 
products at  officially designated prices.

The sustenance of the PMS Price band, 
despite all the challenges , is a positive 
verdict on our collective abilities and 
competencies, justifying the confidence 

and trust reposed in us as a Regulatory 
Agency. This is an eloquent testimony to 
our commitment at ensuring the success-
ful implementation of Government poli-
cies in the sector. I pray that the challenges 
of 2017 shall become our strength in 2018 
and years to come.

While thanking all our Stakeholders, 
including all Nigerians, for your under-
standing and support in 2017, despite the 
supply hiccups experienced in the 2017 
end of year festive season,  we make our 

foray into 2018   hoping to con-
solidate on the following among 
others: Creation of an enabling 
environment for all operators 
in the Downstream; Enthrone-
ment of transparency, account-
ability and cost efficiency in the 
Agency’s Operations; Paying 
further attention to other key 
areas in Oil and Gas Regulation 
in line with the Agency’s man-
date; Establishment of a serene 

Oil and Gas environment based on proac-
tive regulatory practice; Enhanced Reve-
nue Generation and Utilisation; Capacity 
Building, as well as Constructive Stake-
holder’s Engagement, among others.

It is my pleasure to commend this edi-
tion to all our stakeholders and sector en-
thusiasts, while wishing you all a success-
ful year ahead.

ABDULKADIR SAIDU
 

“While thanking all our Stake-
holders, including all Nigerians, 
for your understanding and sup-
port in 2017, despite the supply 
hiccups experienced in the 2017 
end of year festive season, we 
make our foray into 2018”

L
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      EDITORIAL SUITE

he Honourable Minister of State 
for Petroleum Resources, Dr. Ibe 
Kachikwu, in a keynote address at 

the 6th Sustainability in the Extractive In-
dustries (SITEI) Conference held in Abuja 
recently said “There is an absolute urgency 
for Nigeria to begin to address her infra-
structural problems”. 

Referring specifically to the down-
stream subsector of the oil and gas indus-
try, Dr. Kachikwu stated that around $10 
billion investment would be required in 
the next three decades to fix the coun-
try’s downstream infrastructure deficit 
alone.

The road to deregulation and count-
less number of reforms by the current 
administration has not been without its 
enormous challenges. These challenges 
have dotted every step and milestone 
of the different reform initiatives and 
understandably so, no country in the 
world has passed through reforms at ev-
ery level without encountering daunting 
challenges.

Challenges however have to be sur-
mounted, and notably so, Investors in 
the downstream sector despite several 
forms of challenges bedevilling it ranging 
from the plunge in global oil prices, forex 
differentials, and inaccessibility to funding 
by Marketers and a host of other encoun-
ters have continued to invest massively in 
the downstream sector. 

Credit should be given to the Govern-
ment’s attempt to deregulate the down-
stream sector in the past ten years; this 
of course has impacted positively on the 
inflow of investment in the sector. Even 
though the deregulation policy has not 
been fully implemented, it has created a 
better environment for players, with an as-
surance of return on investments.

At this point, Kudos should be given to 
whom it is due, the Honourable Minister 
of State, Dr. Ibe Kachikwu, has implement-

age capacity of 1 billion mt.
Independent Petroleum Marketers 

Association of Nigeria (IPMAN) invest-
ments in the downstream sector is well 
over 25 billion naira, Its member com-
panies also estimated to have about 70% 
of the market share in the downstream 
retail sector. This is as a result of their 
investments in all nooks and crannies of 
this country. Total staff strength is about 
22,000 in all their service outlets, several 

other examples of increased in-
vestment abound in the area of 
storage facilities.

Captured expressly in this edi-
tion is the policy thrust of this 
administration and the atten-
dant investment inflow into the 
downstream petroleum sector.

This edition is a collector’s 
item as it summarises Depot and 
Jetty developments from 2003 
till date, Marketers Investment 
efforts in the downstream sec-
tor, Extract of Report of the Spe-
cial Committee on the down-
stream e.t.c in order to enable 
our readers acquaint themselves 

with the major thrusts in the document. 
Finally, we also feature the usual regular 
segments like Fuel Facts, Industry News, 
Photo-Speak, and Words on Marble e.t.c, 
which have, all made Downstream Moni-
tor your delightful and authoritative pub-
lication.

It is our fervent hope, that you find this 
edition useful and worth your while.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Investment, 
The Way to go

The downstream sector 
today has noticeable 
growing investments, Depot 
and Petroleum Marketers 
Association of Nigeria 
(DAPPMAN) have about 50 
members and the number is 
still growing with a minimum 
investment of about 5 billion 
naira per member, and a 
combined storage capacity of 1 
billion mt.

EDITORIAL SUITE

ed several pragmatic reforms in the sector, 
ranging from the removal of subsidy to 
Price Modulation and Appropriate Pric-
ing Framework (APF) to finally charting 
a conscious roadmap for the downstream 
petroleum sector which he codenamed 7 
BIG WINS. This is aside of conscious ef-
forts to firmly position the state owned oil 
giant NNPC on the path of commercial 
viability, independence and sustainability. 
The Gas and RED initiatives of the Presi-

dent Buhari Administration being spear-
headed by the Vice-President Prof. Yemi 
Osibajo, the Hon. Minister of State for 
Petroleum Resources Dr. Ibe Kachikwu 
and GMD NNPC , Dr. Maikanti Baru is 
worthy of commendation.

All these un-relenting commitments in 
reforming and re-tooling the sector have 
given rise to an increase in investments in 
the downstream sector of the Nigerian Pe-
troleum Industry. 

The downstream sector today has no-
ticeable growing investments, Depot and 
Petroleum Marketers Association of Ni-
geria (DAPPMAN) have about 50 mem-
bers and the number is still growing with 
a minimum investment of about 5 billion 
naira per member, and a combined stor-

T
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NIGERIA’S PETROLEUM DOWNSTREAM SECTOR: THE INVESTMENT ODDYSEY  

O ne of the Terms of Reference of the special Committee on the Review of Petroleum 
Products Supply and Distribution set up by the President in the year 2000 described 
the downstream as a sector that not only “operated sub optimally but indeed threat-
ened to atrophy”. These conclusions were arrived at in the year 2000 based on the 
following facts on the ground:

demand and ensure sufficient 
stock of petroleum products at 
all times.

yy Assist in the enforcement of 
internationally acceptable en-
vironment and safety standard 
in the downstream sector of the 
industry.

yy Maintain a data base on the 
sector 

yy Provide a code of conduct for 
all operators in the sector.

On the 8th May 2003, the 
PPPRA enabling Act No 8 was 
passed by the National Assembly 
where the Agency was charged 
with the following mandate among 
others.

yy Maintain constant surveillance 
over key indices relevant to 
pricing policy and periodically 
approve benchmark prices for 
all products.

yy Regulate the supply and distri-
bution of petroleum products.

yy Moderate volatility in petro-
leum products prices, while 
ensuring reasonable returns to 
Operators.

yy Complete erosion of domestic 
Refining Capacity

yy Blighted Products Supply and 
Distribution system

yy Dearth of investments result-
ing in severely limited storage 
capacity and other logistics 
constraints.

yy Arbitrary and distorted costing 
and pricing structure 

yy Eroded Right of Interest 
yy Product shortages, adulteration, 

profiteering.
yy Dominance of the state owned 

oil company in the supply chain

viii.Overreaching government 
control on policies and factors of 
production, Supply and Distribu-
tion.

All these arose over many years 
of policy and regulatory neglect 
and also due to the fact of 100% 
state regulation and control.

The Special Committee not only 
identified 17years ago that the 
sector needed phased reforms, it 
envisioned a self- financing status 
going forward.

This vision informed the PPPRA 
corporate vision which is “the 
attainment of a strong, vibrant 
downstream sub-sector of the pe-
troleum industry, where refining, 
supply and distribution of products 
are self-financing and self-sustain-
ing” Based on the Report of the 
Special Committee, the Agency 
had its mandate well cut out for it. 
These include:

yy Ensure a level playing field for 
all operators in the downstream 
Petroleum sector.

yy Discourage monopolistic prac-
tices and enhance competition 
in the sector 

yy Moderate volatility in Petro-
leum product prices, whilst 
ensuring reasonable returns to 
operators.

yy Monitor the level of supply and 

yy Establish an information data 
bank through liaison with all 
relevant agencies to facilitate 
the making of informed and 
realistic decisions on pricing 
policies.

yy Establish parameters and codes 
of conduct for all Operators in 
the downstream sector of the 
petroleum industry.

yy Prevent collusion and restric-
tive trade practices harmful to 
the sector.

yy Exercise mediatory role as 
necessary for all stakeholders in 
the sector.

yy To determine the pricing policy 
of petroleum products 

yy To oversee the implementation 
of the relevant recommen-
dations and programmes of 
the Federal Government as 
contained in the White Paper 
on the Report of the Special 
Committee on the Review of 
the Petroleum Products Supply 
and Distribution, taking cogni-
zance of the phasing of specific 
proposals; 

yy To identify macro-economic 
factors with relationship to 
prices of petroleum products 
and advice the Federal Govern-
ment on appropriate strategies 
for dealing with them; 

yy To create firm linkages with key 
segment of the Nigerian society, 
and ensure that its decision en-
joy the widest possible under-
standing and support; 

yy To carry out such other activi-
ties as appear to it necessary or 
expedient for the full and effi-
cient discharge of its functions; 

It should be noted that up until 
this time, a single regulator presid-
ed over the Upstream and Down-
stream sectors of Nigeria’s Oil and 
Gas Industry.

Consequently and based on a 
clearly defined vision, the PPPRA 

The 14years of the Agency 
have seen to the reinvestment 
of Billions of Naira in storage 
facilities and jetties and these 
have impacted positively on 
products supply and distribution. 
There is also room for Investment 
in additional refineries to meet 
the increasing domestic products 
demand and for export
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Mission Statement was formulat-
ed thus: “To Reposition Nigeria’s 
Downstream Sector for improved 
efficiency and transparency”. The 
Agency set to work with a deter-
mined and focused mind set to 
transform the downstream land-
scape, the approach was dynamic, 
calculated, systematic, informed, 
considerate but resolute and fo-
cused on the ultimate vision.

Enormous challenges dotted 
every step and milestone and 
understandably so. No country 
in the world has passed through 
the Deregulation and Liberation 
journey in a key sector without en-
countering similar or a times even 
more daunting challenges.

Today, 14 years down the line, 
high profile mergers, buy-ins and 
acquisitions by indigenous Compa-
nies in the downstream sector and 
Forays into upstream and foreign 
operations capture succinctly the 
new downstream narrative.

The activities of empowered 
downstream operators operat-
ing under the aegis of MOMAN, 
DAPPMA and IPMAN give all 
the semblance of a fully matured 
market segment that has not only 
taken a global platform, but is in-
deed ready for new levels of global 
challenge. Also, umbrella organisa-
tions of industry service providers 
such as the National Association of 
Road Transport Owners (NAR-
TO) have assumed new levels of 
prominence, vibrancy and vitality. 
The energy generated by the 17th 
AGM of NARTO held in Dutse, 
Jigawa state in November 2017 is 
a testament to this. The event was 
flagged off by no less a personality 
than the Executive Governor of 
Jigawa state, Alhaji Muhammad 
Badaru and had in attendance an 
array of distinguished Stakeholders 
including the Executive Secretary 
of PPPRA. 

THE  INVESTMENT  
CHALLENGE

One of the key and revolutionary 
transformation witnessed to date 
has been investments in infrastruc-
ture and facilities in the Down-
stream especially Depots, Jetties, 
Retail outlets and haulage trucks.

The transformation of the 
investment climate in the Down-
stream using the instrumentality 
of policies and PPPRA enabled 
Structures, including the Pricing 
Template is a key factor in the 
emergence of empowered players. 
The Agency in its policy direction 
focused on restoring and enhanc-
ing the commercial vibrancy of the 
downstream.

Downstream Monitor recalls the 
most recent commissioning of the 
ultra-modern and largest in Africa 
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is almost completed by Stock gap 
fuels limited in Port Harcourt 
which has the capacity to store and 
dispense 8000mt LPG.

In addition, the PH/Onne/Ak-
wete axis now boasts of 20 active 
Petroleum depots.

Prior to the emergence of the 
Agency in 2003, Nigeria had about 
24 private Depots, 22 government 
owned Depots and Refineries. 
Several of these facilities were 
either inactive or operated far 
below optimal capacity, Today, 
the statistics confirm a radical 
transformation: at least 120 active 
Private Depots with a total storage 
capacity of 4,448,778,228.00 
litres,  PMS. 3,317,508mt, 
AGO.  2,201.387,28mt, DPK, 
1,800,966.89mt, 47 private Jetties 
22,000 estimated no of active haul-
age trucks.

The ongoing construction of a 
600,000Bpd capacity private Refin-
ery by Africa’s Richest man Aliko 
Dangote, is a confirmation that in-
deed Nigeria’s Downstream sector 
is properly primed for global capi-
tal inflow. It is fairly well estimated 
that in excess of     N600bn has 
been invested in the construction 
of Depots and Jetties from 2004 to 
date. The ongoing Refinery project 
is an investement in excess of 12 
billion dollars which is expected 

to transform the substructure and 
superstructure of the downstream 
in Nigeria significantly. 

It is also estimated that N200bn 
has been expended on haulage 
trucks procurement by NARTO 
Transporters from 2004 to date.
The multiplier effects of all these 
on the local economy are numer-
ous, thousands of direct and indi-
rect jobs created, enhanced Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP), investor 
confidence, improved cashflow, 
widening scope  and potential for 
innovations, ideas and growth.  

DOWNSTREAM  
INVESTMENT 

yy The deregulation and 
Liberalisation policy of 
government, and PPPRA’s 
reform initiatives culminated 
in the creation of investment 
window for the active 
participation of local 
entrepreneurs. 

yy The 14years of the Agency 
have seen to the reinvestment 
of Billions of Naira in storage 
facilities and jetties and these 

Petroleum Products import recep-
tion Jetty in the Tin can Island port 
Lagos by MRS Oil and Gas limited 
and other milestone projects com-
missioned and ongoing. This land-
mark 120,000mt capacity facility 
constructed deep into offshore is 
the largest offshore product storage 
depot in Africa to date.

Today, Products Reception 
supply and Distribution hubs exist 
in the following areas as over 100 
private depots have been built in 
the last 14 years: 

yy Lagos Axis
yy Calabar Axis
yy Warri / Oghara/Koko axis
yy Port-Harcourt/Onne Axis

Warri, a fast rising hub current-
ly boasts of 8 strategic modern 
depots, while Oghara/Koko axis 
boasts of 11. All of these 19 depots 
were constructed in the last 15 
years with the exception of the 
one or two reactivated ones. The 
Calabar/Akwa ibom axis now 
boasts of 27 active depots, one 
bitumen depot and one ultra-mod-
ern LPG depot, constructed by the 
Dozie group to address the LPG 
infrastructure challenges inhibiting 
LPG supply to other parts of the 
country. Yet another ultra-modern 
LPG depot storage and sale facility 
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Special Committee on the Review 
of Petroleum Products Supply 
and Distribution, which empha-
sized infusion of funding through 
deliberate policies as the means of 
salvaging the sector.

PPPRA had as its key focus 
from day one the restoration of 
investors’ confidence in the sector 
and enthronement of ease of 
doing business regime through the 
careful painstaking and consistent 
implementation of government’s 
objective to open up the down-
stream. The policy initiatives were 
driven by the core objectives which 
were opening up, liberalization and 
full deregulation of the sector. The 
policies introduced, addressed the 
opaqueness in the sector which has 
been a major bane of development.

yy Enthronement of transparency 
and accountability in the down-
stream sector which promotes 
sound business practices and 
investors’ confidence through 
policies such as the utilization 
of Independent Cargo Survey-
ors for fiscalization of petro-
leum products imported into 
the country.

have impacted positively 
on products supply and 
distribution.

There is also room for Invest-
ment in additional refineries to 
meet the increasing domestic 
products demand and for export 
based on the statistics listed below:

a. Current Installed Capacity: 

yy PMS:  26 million Litres per day
yy AGO:17 million Litres per day
yy  HHK: 10 million Litres per day 

b. Current Demand

yy PMS: 45 million Litres Per day
yy  AGO: 12 million Litres per day 
yy HHK: 10 million Litres per day

The above supply gap of 19 million 
litres for PMS can be met through 
investment in additional refining 
capacity. Opportunity for export 
particularly abound for AGO and 
other products.

c. Nigeria is therefore being 
positioned as the future hub 
of petroleum products supply 
in the West African and Sub 
Saharan regions.

Investment in import reception 
facilities (Depots, Jetties etc.) has 
reduced the congestion in Lagos 
area and created additional supply 
and distribution hubs in Calabar 
axis, Warri/ Oghara axis, and Port 
Harcourt/Onne axis.
This has reduced the demurrage  
exposure experienced in products 
handling.

PETROLEUM 
PRODUCTS PRICING 
REGULATORY  
AGENCY (PPPRA) 
POLICY INITIATIVES 

The Agency facilitated the turn-
around of Nigeria’s downstream 
petroleum sector basically by 
ensuring the commercial viability 
and vibrancy of the sector through 
a combination of bold radical, 

ingenious and transformative 
policy initiatives that restored 
the attraction to both foreign and 
indigenous investors. 

Private capital once again found 
the sector attractive as a desti-

nation of choice after decades of 
neglect and a dearth of invest-
ments. These policies were derived 
from the broad reform objective 
encompassed in the Report of the 

The Agency facilitated the 
turnaround of Nigeria’s 
downstream petroleum sector 
basically by ensuring the 
commercial viability and 
vibrancy of the sector through 
a combination of bold radical, 
ingenious and transformative 
policy initiatives that restored 
the attraction to both foreign 
and indigenous investors.

PPPRA Board 
Chairman, 
Mallam Buba 
Muhammed
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yy Establishment of a firm institu-
tional linkage with international 
oil traders and refiners and the 
creation of a Traders/Refiners 
database and feedback mecha-
nism, policies which effectively 
put Nigeria’s downstream sector 
on a global platform.

yy Establishment of Code of 
Conduct for all operators in the 
sector.

yy The Import Permit issuance 
system and the Quantity Noti-
fication (QN) employed by the 
Agency for petroleum products 
imports enabled efficient mon-
itoring of products supply and 
distribution.

yy Development of a reliable 
databank for all operators and 
products in the sector which is 
an invaluable tool for planning 
purposes by Government and 
Investors alike.

yy Deliberate policies put in place 
to encourage local content in-
vestments which promoted the 
huge indigenous investments 
witnessed today in the sector 
and the commanding heights 
of the downstream economy 
to include several indigenous 
operators.

yy Policy responsiveness by the 
Agency given the regularly 
changing dynamics of the 
downstream sector which 
ensures market adaptability. 
Operators, both domestic and 
international see the Agency as 
a one stop shop for all down-
stream issues. Where there 
are genuine challenges and 
concerns, these are addressed 
dispassionately.

yy Development of a transparent 
and open pricing template for 
all downstream products which 
became a global reference point 
for products supply, distribu-
tion and sales in Nigeria.

yy Segmentation of Operators 
margins to promote investment 
along the entire value chain.

yy Creation of a harmonious 
business relation in the sector 
through the mediation and 
conflict resolution mechanism 
enshrined in the PPPRA Man-
date. The PPPRA Board is made 
up of all key stakeholders in the 

downstream, civil organisations 
and Labour unions, etc.

yy The classification and strength-
ening of industry Associations 
such as Major Oil Marketers 
Association of Nigeria (MO-
MAN), Depot and Petroleum 
Products Marketers Association 
(DAPPMA), Independent Pe-
troleum Marketers Association 
(IPMAN), National Association 
of Road Transport Owners 
(NARTO), etc.; coupled with 
sustained and productive en-
gagements.

yy Mitigation of oil price volatility 

in the local economy through 
the enthronement of a pricing 
support mechanism from 2006 
to 2015 which ensured the 
sustenance of operations and 
investments in the sector.

yy Effective coverage of all pe-
troleum products supply and 
distribution facilities nation-
wide by the Agency, through 
staff deployment and zonal 
structure.

yy Development and adoption of 
a domestic pricing policy based 
on the three core principles of 
competition, fairness, respon-

siveness which formed the 
bedrock of pricing decisions.

yy Adoption of globally recog-
nized international pricing 
benchmarks such as Platts Oil 
Space as trading platform for 
the sector, thereby infusing 
openness, transparency and 
integrity.

The end result of these influenced 
the entry of numerous and credible 
players into the system which de-
centralized supply and distribution 
and addressed the sole supplier 
status of the NNPC.

ACHIEVEMENTS TO 
DATE

yy Opening up of the Downstream 
Sector to Private Players, Pri-
vate Investment and diversi-
fication of products sourcing 
through the introduction of 
Price Modulation Mechanism 
(PMM) and Appropriate 
Pricing Framework (APF) in 
2016. These policies reignited 
the commercial vibrancy of the 
Downstream Sector.   

yy Extensive investments in prod-
ucts reception facilities and 
storage depots for Petroleum 
White Products and Gas and 
enhanced geographical spread 
of these facilities through the 
erection of new petroleum 
products supply and distri-
bution hubs in Warri/Oghara 
axis. This is in addition to the 
expansion of existing Lagos 
hub. These have resulted in 
infrastructural development 
and job creation. The conducive 
investment climate has also 
resulted in the construction of 
the first wholly private owned 
refinery in Nigeria scheduled to 
be completed in 2019.

yy The Government has been able 
to save an estimated sum of 
over N1.5trillion as at Decem-
ber 2017, through the intro-
duction of Price Modulation 
Mechanism and the Appropri-
ate Pricing Framework, which 
is being deployed to other 
sectors of the economy.

Extensive investments in 
products reception facilities 
and storage depots for 
Petroleum White Products 
and Gas and enhanced 
geographical spread of these 

facilities through the erection 
of  new petroleum products 
supply and distribution 
hubs in Warri/Oghara axis. 
This is in addition to the 
expansion of existing Lagos 
hub. These have resulted in 
infrastructural development 
and job creation.
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yy  Segmentation of Operators 
margins to enhance Partici-
pation along the entire value 
chain and the development of 
Pricing Templates and adoption 
of market friendly and compet-
itive Pricing policies to Midwife 
and Deregulation Program. 
This was achieved through 
the formulation and imple-
mentation of a pricing policy 
framework that conforms with 
international standard and 
meet the commercial require-
ments of a sector that aspires 
towards self-sustainability.

yy Promotion of domestic self-suf-
ficiency through the formu-
lation and implementation of 
policies that target domestic 
refining of Petroleum Prod-
ucts, resulting in the revival 
of hitherto comatose existing 
refineries and the construction 
of the Dangote refinery.

yy Full and total deregulation of 
Automobile Gas Oil (AGO), 
Dual Purpose Kerosene, 
(DPK), Aviation Turbine 
Kerosene (ATK), Household 
Kerosene (HHK).

yy Enhanced transparency and ac-
countability in the downstream 
sector.

yy Introduction of reform policies 
to standardize the Downstream 
Sector in order to conform to 
international standards and the 
best practices.

yy Regular and sustained stake-
holder engagements to 
strengthen Mediation and 
Arbitration in order to achieve 
uninterrupted supply and dis-
tribution.

PPPRA RECENT 
INITIATIVES IN THE 
DOWNSTREAM 
SECTOR

In no distant past, the downstream 
petroleum sector in Nigeria was 
bedevilled with scarcity of pe-
troleum products and its atten-
dant consequences like queues, 
black marketeering, adulteration, 
smuggling, hoarding and loss of 

precious live to fire incidences 
at homes and on the roads. The 
introduction of the Petroleum Sup-
port Fund (PSF) Scheme in 2006 
brought some respites to Nigerians 

as those ugly experiences were 
reverted. Petroleum products were 
made available to all nook and 

crannies of the country as products 
were not only adequately supplied 
but effectively and efficiently dis-
tributed nationwide.

However, the administration of 
Subsidy Scheme was not sustain-
able as it constituted a drain on 
government revenue which could 
be otherwise utilised for develop-
ment of critical sectors of the econ-
omy. This was further worsened 
by the plunge in global crude oil 
price as Nigeria depends largely on 
crude oil sales for revenue.

The price modulation mech-
anism (PMM) was introduced 
to guide the pricing of Premium 
Motor Spirit (PMS) beginning Q1 
2016, in order to enlist the partic-
ipation of Oil Marketing Com-
panies (OMCs) in the supply and 
distribution process. This policy 
instilled efficiency, transparency 
and minimized government finan-
cial exposure in terms of payment 
of subsidy for petroleum products. 
On May 11, 2016, government 
introduced the Appropriate Pricing 
Framework (APF) to further con-
solidate on the gains of the Pricing 
Modulation Mechanism (PMM). 
This policy was major step in the 
full and total liberalization and 
deregulation of the downstream oil 
sector resulting in renewed global 
interest in Nigeria’s downstream 
sector and the strengthening of the 

Extensive investments in 
products reception facilities 
and storage depots for 
Petroleum White Products 
and Gas and enhanced 
geographical spread of these 

facilities through the erection 
of new petroleum products 
supply and distribution 
hubs in Warri/Oghara axis. 
This is in addition to the 
expansion of existing Lagos 
hub. These have resulted in 
infrastructural development 
and job creation.

GMD NNPC 
Maikanti 
Baru
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supply chain.
The APF at its inception reflects 

prevailing market fundamentals in 
pricing of the petroleum products 
in the country. The adoption of 
appropriate pricing mechanism for 
pricing of refined petroleum prod-
ucts intends among others to:

yy Guarantee participation of 
OMCs in products sourcing 
and distribution in the down-
stream sector of the oil and gas 
industry in Nigeria.

yy Ensure adequate supply of 
products in the system

yy Enthrone healthy competi-
tion among operators in the 
industry.

yy Encourage private investments 
in the downstream sector, 
as well as pave a way for the 
eventual deregulation of the 
downstream sector.

yy Provide additional funds for the 
government as the end result 
is for Government to eradicate 
subsidy payment on petroleum 
products.

2017/2018 
STRATEGIC 
DIRECTION

The petroleum industry roadmap 
of short and medium term priori-
ties of the president Muhammadu 
Buhari administration to grow 
the industry is currently a major 
priority of the Agency, which is 

involved in the formulation and 
implementation of the strategies 
and direction in the following key 
areas: 
yy Policy and Regulation: seek to 

transform the industry and re-
position the regulatory frame-
work for enhanced service 
delivery.

yy Business environment and 
investment drive initiative to 
transform the downstream into 
a self-sustaining entity.

yy Gas revolution: The Agency 
is now properly positioned to 
assume its rightful place in do-
mestic gas regulation with the 
inclusion of PPPRA as a critical 
stakeholder for the gas market 
in the Draft National Gas Pol-
icy. The Agency’s vast experi-
ence in LPG/CNG/PNG policy 
formulation and regulation will 
come in handy in this regard.

yy The Agency is also involved in 
the other initiatives on refinery 
operations and expansion of 
local production, enhanced 
transparency and efficiency in 
the downstream and stakehold-
er management.

yy Development of Framework 
for the Implementation of 
Open-Access, Common-Car-
rier Regime and Logistic Tariff 
Formulation. 

yy Development of Framework for 
the Implementation of National 
Strategic Fuel Reserve (SFR).

yy Development of Strategic 
Management Plan (SMP) for 

PPPRA to align the activities 
of the Agency to global best 
practice.

WAY FORWARD AND 
NEXT STEPS

The indices are numerous while 
the signals are clear about the 
huge potentials in the sector going 
forward. The Executive Secretary 
of the Agency Abdulkadir Umar 
Saidu, a veteran of the oil industry 
assumed the mantle of leader-
ship in May 2017, with a clearly 
well-defined policy direction 
encapsulated in the following Ide-
als and Principles geared towards 
consolidating the gains moving the 
Agency rapidly to the next level:

yy Creation of a level playing field 
for all Operators.

yy Enthronement of Transpar-
ency, accountability and Cost 
efficiency in the Agency’s 
Operations.

yy Foray into hitherto neglected 
areas in Oil and Gas regula-
tion in line with the Agency’s 
mandate.

yy Establishment of a serene Oil 
and Gas environment based on 
proactive regulatory practice.

yy Enhanced Revenue generation 
and utilisation.

yy Capacity building.
yy Constructive Stakeholder en-

gagement.

One of the key highlighters of 
the Executive Secretary’s focus is 
the attainment of a self-financing 
statue for the Agency and the 
exit from annual appropriation 
through the elimination of waste 
and expansion of the Agency’s 
income stream.
7 months down the line, these ob-
jectives seem realisable more than 
ever before.

This vision is complemented by the 
recently inaugurated 26 Member 
Board of the Agency made up of 
key Stakeholders and chaired by  
Muhammad Lawan Buba, another 
industry veteran.    

The conducive investment 
climate has also resulted in 
the construction of the first 
wholly private owned refinery 
in Nigeria scheduled to be 
completed in 2019.
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laying the appropriate foundation 
through an historical account of 
the evolution and the history of 
environmental law in Nigeria, the 
foundational chapters dovetails 
into the essence and the main focus 
of the book. The Author advocates 
for sustainable development, i.e 
achieving a balance between the 
indispensable need for economic 
growth but balanced with environ-
mental and social development, 
what the author aptly terms as eq-
uity for the environment and the 
people of Niger-Delta in Nigeria.  
The author’s expertise is reflected 
through his illuminating analysis 
of germane issues within a subject 
which remains highly important 
and controversial in the Nigerian 
domain. 

Chapter 1 appraises the history, 

The Environmental implications from oil and gas exploration is regarded as a very complex issue for several 
reasons. First, oil plays a key role in sustaining the economy of various nations in the world (including Nigeria). 
Secondly, oil pollution remains one of the most popular causes of environmental degradation in Nigeria, apart 
from other modern environmental challenges such as the threat of climate change, loss of biodiversity and so forth. 
These challenges are compounded by social challenges including endemic poverty, loss of livelihood, migration and 
environmental refugees.  

rectly affecting national economies 
in a variety of ways. 

This book was conceived to pro-
vide a detailed and comprehen-
sive overview of the regulatory 
and institutional framework, and 
the enforcement of environmental 
Laws in the Oil and Gas Industry 
in Nigeria. The book has a total of 
six chapters running through 181 
pages. The book is a compilation 
of requisite information and mate-
rials for policy makers, legal prac-
titioners, litigants, legal scholars 
and laymen to fully comprehend 
the intricacies and the impact of oil 
and gas production on the environ-
ment in Niger-Delta and the need 
to chart a greener, cleaner future for 
that important sector of the Nigeri-
an economy. 

The Author starts the book by 

Environmental protection and 
sustainability is essential for the 
survival of any nation. This is more 
so because important economic in-
frastructure, such as oil refineries, 
sea port and industrial facilities 
will invariably be affected by en-
vironmental challenges that arise 
as a result of the adverse effects of 
human activities on the environ-
ment. According to the Organisa-
tion for Economic Co-operation 
and Development (OECD), “Envi-
ronment-related industrial hazards 
– such as oil spills and land con-
tamination are already generating 
significant costs of inaction … the 
economic costs of failing to intro-
duce environmental policies, or of 
introducing policies that are not 
sufficiently ambitious or timely, can 
be considerable, and are already di-

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND THE 
NIGER DELTA IMPERATIVES
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nature and scope of environmental 
law in Nigeria. Chapter 2 provides a 
succinct theoretical basis for the ad-
vent of militancy in the Niger –delta 
region of Nigeria. Quite rightly, the 
Author identifies significant factors 
for militancy and unrest in Niger 
Delta, including gas flaring, and oil 
spillage. Chapter 3 discusses the ad-
ministration, implementation and 
enforcement of environmental laws 
in the oil and gas industry. Chapter 
3 is an exhaustive chapter because 
it discusses key environmental reg-
ulatory bodies and key legislations 
and regulations, highlighting their 
strengths and weaknesses. Chap-
ter 3 highlights how the inclusion 
of contractual mechanisms such 
as abandonment and remediation 
can prevent environmental deg-
radation by including contractual 
clauses that ensure stringent con-
ditions for environmental protec-
tion. The Chapter further analyses 
judicial precedents and case law 
on enforcement of environmental 
law and it highlights the challenges 
to effective environmental regula-
tion in Nigeria. Chapter 4 reviews 
the environmental remediation of 
Ogoni land after years of degrada-
tion and pollution and it considers 
key issues such as an assessment of 
remediation in ogoni land, experi-
ences and challenges, with detailed 
statistics and relevant 
data.  Chapter 5 is a 
comparative chapter, 
it starts by providing 
the reader with the 
state of global Politics, 
especially as it relates 
to and affects the oil 
and gas industry, it 
then links global pol-
itics to International 
environmental con-
ventions especially the 
role that global politics 
plays and finally high-
lights lessons that can 
be drawn from other 
Jurisdictions. Chap-
ter 6 discusses the 
dichotomy between 
the environment and 
some oil and gas practices, such as 
gas flaring, and the impact of these 
activities on the environment and 
socio-economic factors. The Au-

thor hazards a guess on the future 
and predicts, and quite rightly so, 
that the future is green, the future 
is clean energy, in other words, the 
future is sustainable development. 
The book concludes in Chapter 6 
with a summary of findings and 
proffers salient recommendations 
for the Nigerian government, the 
Nigerian judiciary, multinational 
oil companies (MNOCs) and other 
stakeholders. The thesis of the au-
thor can be summed up in his state-
ment on pg. 5, where the author 
asserts that “….as we celebrate the 
economic exploitation and bless-
ings of oil, the communities where 
oil has been explored and exploited 
in Nigeria groan for attention, re-
mediation and in many cases, eq-
uity.” 

All the Chapters in the book have 
been skilfully written, without dis-
tracting the reader from the critical 
issues. The result is that the reader 
is granted a broad review of the im-
plementation and enforcement of 
environmental laws in the oil and 
gas industry in Nigeria, practical 
examples of remediation of the en-
vironment in the Niger-Delta and a 
comparative analysis highlighting 
best practices in other jurisdictions. 
Through each Chapter, the reader is 
guided to specific, informative ex-
tracts which testify to the expertise 

and meticulous-
ness of the au-
thor. For exam-
ple, Chapters 3, 
5 and 6 provides 
relevant statistics 
and data on the 
subject matter of 
the book.  These 
statistics and the 
requisite findings 
of the Chapters 
are reflected 
through clear and 
precise language 
which makes 
it easy for the 
reader to follow. 
F u r t h e r m o r e , 
the author’s out-
standing scholar-

ship is reflected in his comparative 
analysis of other jurisdictions such 
as Gabon and Norway as veritable 
models for effective reform in Ni-

geria. 
As a testimony to the author’s 

expertise in international environ-
mental law, the book discusses key 
international law principles such 
as polluter-pays principle, precau-
tionary principle, and the principle 
of intergenerational and intra-gen-
erational equity,  which affords 
academics, non-academics, legal 
practitioners and laymen an insight 
and clearer understanding of these 
principles of international environ-
mental law. The concept of sustain-
able development is also used as a 
corollary to explain its necessity as 
a slogan in shaping the policy of 
government.

Whilst time and space may not 
permit me to comment exhaustive-
ly on all the chapters of this sound, 
scholarly work, I will therefore lim-
it myself to four examples of the 
author’s brilliant penmanship of 
the book, an epitome of excellent 
scholarship which is commendable. 

First, In Chapter 2, after an ex-
haustive historical excursion of the 
history, culture, and social condi-
tions of the Niger Delta region, the 
author highlights, with statistics 
and data, the environmental, so-
cial and economic impacts of oil 
spillage and gas flaring, which he 
terms as ‘the most referenced form 
of pollution resulting from oil ex-
ploration and exploitation in the 
Niger Delta,’. On the issue of chal-
lenges, the Author gives instances 
of non-compliance with legislation 
and a lack of enforcement of extant 
legislations, governments, sabo-
tage by the local communities and 
the continues use of old corrosive 
pipelines by international oil com-
panies. As an offshoot of one of the 
challenges discussed in Chapter 2, 
the Author bravely tackles the issue 
of youth restiveness and militancy 
in the Niger Delta, how the agita-
tion for justice and the end of mar-
ginalization morphed into the dev-
astating militant activities and the 
factors that contribute to militancy 
in the region.  

The author’s proclivity for detail 
is reflected in an analytical explo-
ration of the administration, im-
plementation and enforcement of 
environmental law in the oil and 
gas industry in Chapter 3. This 

As a testimony to the author’s 
expertise in international 
environmental law, the book 
discusses key international 
law principles such as polluter-
pays principle, precautionary 
principle, and the principle of 
intergenerational and intra-
generational equity,  which 
affords academics, non-
academics, legal practitioners 
and laymen an insight and 
clearer understanding of these 
principles of international 
environmental law. 
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provides the reader with sufficient 
background regarding Nigeria’s 
environmental policies, extant in-
stitutions and legislations involved 
in the administration, implemen-
tation and enforcement of environ-
mental law in the Nigerian oil and 
gas industry. The Author succinctly 
establishes the linkages and inter-
dependence between the need for 
strong environmental legislations 
and policies and a viable oil and gas 
sector. The book further highlights 
how contractual mechanisms such 
as abandonment, decommissioning 
and compensation can be utilized 
to stem environmental degradation 
by ensuring that clauses that enact 
stringent conditions for environ-
mental protection are included in 
agreements with participants in 
the oil and gas industry. The book 
identifies gaps in the enforcement 
of environmental laws in the oil and 
gas industry, particularly highlight-
ing potential problems such as the 
scientific basis of environmental 
proof; the economic and financial 
interest of the government in the 
culpable transnational Corpora-
tions; and regulatory multiplicity 
and institutional structural defi-
ciency. The author further under-
scores the challenges with environ-
mental litigation in the latter part of 
Chapter 4 in a case review section. 

The review of cases in Chapter 3 
provides a blueprint for prospective 
litigants and their legal counsel in 
Nigeria as it provides an under-
standing of the challenges of envi-
ronmental litigation, it provides a 
window on the pitfalls to avoid to 
ensure a successful litigation and it 
highlights, through the various cas-
es reviewed, the mechanisms used 
by the courts in apportioning liabil-

ity for oil pollution. 
Third, the author sheds more 

light on the remediation of the 
environment in Ogoniland with 
statistics and data, with particular 
focus, inter alia, on environmen-
tal and socio-economic impacts 
of pollution on host communities. 
The author refers to a United Na-
tions Environmental Programme 
(UNEP) assessment of Ogoni in 
August 2011 wherein the organi-

zation makes recommendations 
to the government, the oil and gas 
industry and communities to begin 
a comprehensive clean-up of Ogoni 
land, restore polluted environments 
and put an end to all forms of on-
going oil contamination in the re-
gion. The author notes that in the 
event of oil spillages, victims have 
suffered without compensation de-
spite the provisions in relevant leg-
islation dealing with compensation 
for oil pollution where oil spillage 
has occurred.

Fourth, the book in Chapter 5, 
presents a comparative analysis and 
lessons that can be learned from 
Gabon and Norway. According to 
the author, although Gabon is an 
oil producing country, it provides 
a valuable lesson, not only in terms 
of its statistics but the manifest po-
litical will to conserve the environ-
ment through legacies of conserva-
tion, protection and its ‘refusal to 
compromise its policies in relation 
to the environment in its drive for   
economic prosperity’.  The Author 
points out that like Nigeria, Norway 
has a wide range of laws regulating 
various aspects of its environmen-
tal policy and the use of natural re-
sources, including specific laws on 
building regulations, pollution con-
trols, wildlife and freshwater fish, 
municipal health, environmental 
protection and motorized vehicles. 
However, unlike Nigeria, enforce-

ment of extant environmental leg-
islations is key.  

The author has left no stone un-
turned as the book is richly laden 
with statistics, data, analysis of 
legislations, cases review and com-
parative analysis, which results in a 
logical progression of the narrative 
on the regulation and enforcement 
of environmental law in the oil and 
gas sector in Nigeria. The language 
of the book is clear and concise. The 
usage of headings and sub-headings 
throughout the Chapters provide a 
clarity of purpose and enables the 
reader to follow through on the 
analysis without difficulties. 

The author has accomplished 
the purpose of the book through a 
thorough exposition and analysis 
of issues, problems, prospects and 
recommendations. Environmental 
Law and the Niger Delta Impera-
tives by Emmanuel Ibe Kachikwu, 
PhD is unquestionably a scholarly 
work which not only fills a gap in 
existing literature on environmen-
tal law in general, but also fills a gap 
in legal literature. The book prof-
fers useful pathways and provoc-
ative insights which will be useful 
to government and policy makers, 
academics/researchers, legal practi-
tioners, international organisations, 
environmental NGOs and students. 
I therefore humbly and respectfully 
recommend this book to all.

The author sheds more light on the 
remediation of the environment in 
Ogoniland with statistics and data, 
with particular focus, inter alia, on 
environmental and socio-economic 
impacts of pollution on host 
communities. 

Gabon is an oil producing country, 
it provides a valuable lesson, not 
only in terms of its statistics but the 
manifest political will to conserve 
the environment through legacies 
of conservation, protection and its 
‘refusal to compromise its policies 
in relation to the environment in its 
drive for   economic prosperity’.  
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What Price Of Crude Oil 
Is High Enough To Attract 
Shale Oil Producers?

BY MUSTAPHA TAFIDA

sweet spots.
Fifteen of the largest shale oil and gas 

producers reported total net losses of $470 
million for the three months between 
April and June 2017 when prices averaged 
$48 per barrel. But there is a considerable 
controversy about how high prices need 
to be for shale producers to cover all their 
costs and earn a return for their investors.

However, Harold Hamm, Chief Exec-
utive of Continental Resources, a large 
Shale producer in North Dakota and 
Oklahoma, said that “prices need to be 
above $50 to be sustainable”. In an inter-
view with CNBC television Hamm also 
opined that prices below $40 would cause 
drillers to idle rigs again. 

Following a cyclical downturn between 
the middle of 2014 and the middle of 2016, 
the oil market has discovered the breakev-
en price for the U.S. shale sector. Some 
shale producers have lower breakeven 
prices than the average, and some higher, 

but the sector as a whole seems to need 
around $50 to grow production produc-
tively.

Interestingly, in 2013, the Minister of 
National Planning , Dr. Shamsuddeen Us-
man , while responding to questions from 
journalists at 19th Nigerian Economic 
Summit (NES)  in Lagos  said that “the 
federal government is not comfortable 
with the recent discovery of massive shale 
gas in the United States because of  the 
likely effect on the country’s revenue”.

As crude oil prices continue to slowly 
rise; so does the incentive for shale pro-
ducers. And this poses a great threat to 
the OPEC/Non-OPEC members crude oil 
production cuts agreement. With the ex-
tension of the production cuts into 2018 
and prices hovering above $65 a barrel, 
shale producers are more than incentiv-
ized to rejig their rigs again. Will the mar-
ket allow another glut? Only time can tell 

A
ccording to Reuters, U.S. shale producers 
need an oil price of around $50 per barrel 
to break even.

Some firms claim they can break even 
and even make large profits with bench-
mark prices below $50 or even $40 per 
barrel. It remains unclear if these figures 
apply to full lifecycle costs (including 
overheads) or just the most productive 
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he downstream sector of 
the Nigerian petroleum 
industry had witnessed 

significant growth since May 2016 
when the partial deregulation was 
announced by the Federal Govern-
ment.

After the announcement, stake-
holders were skeptical about the 
fortunes of the downstream sector, 
but the sector, despite a few chal-
lenges, has weathered the storm 
and recorded considerable invest-
ment in almost all its segments.

The country had 5,000 kilome-
tres of products pipelines, four 
refineries owned by the Nigerian 
National   Petroleum Corporation, 
NNPC, three petrochemical plants, 
over 35 lubricating plants, at least 
120 active  depots, 62 import jet-
ties, 22,000 trucks and about 26,684 
licensed retail outlets.

At a point in our history, petro-
leum products scarcity was  a way 

of life for many Nigerians, as the 
sector was bedeviled by constant 
outage of petroleum products and 
rancor between private operators 
and Government, among others.

The fact that the industry was 
heavily fully regulated at that time, 
scared away investors, as nobody 

was willing to put his or her money 
in a sector where uncertainty exists 
and where free market was not in 
operation.

The partial deregulation an-
nounced in May 2016 for the PMS 
market, helped address a number 
of the anomalies recorded in the 
sector.

Today, with the PMS partial 
deregulation, the present admin-
istration had further opened up 
the downstream sector to private 
players, private investment and di-
versification of products sourcing 
through the introduction of Price 
Modulation Mechanism (PMM), 
and subsequently, Appropriate 
Pricing Framework (APF).

These policies have gone a long 
way in reigniting the commercial 
vibrancy of the downstream sector 
and also addressed the issue of the 
perennial fuel scarcity, long queues 
at filling stations, products adulter-

Today, with the PMS partial 
deregulation, the present 
administration had further opened 
up the downstream sector to private 
players, private investment and 
diversification of products sourcing 
through the introduction of Price 
Mod-ulation Mechanism (PMM), and 
subsequently, Appropriate Pricing 
Framework (APF).

Downstream Price 
Modulation Mechanism: 
A Look at Happenings in 
the Sector
BY RUKKY MINIMAH

T
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ation and diversion, and profiteer-
ing that characterized the sector 
and plagued the nation.

It has also brought about massive 
investments in products reception 
facilities and storage depots for 
petroleum white products and gas 
and enhanced geographical spread 
of these facilities through the erec-
tion of new petroleum products 
supply and distribution hubs.

According to the Ministry of Pe-
troleum Resources report, with the 
introduction of the Price Modula-
tion Mechanism and Appropriate 
Pricing Framework, the Feder-
al Government had been able to 
save an estimated sum of about 
N1.4 trillion between May 2016 
when the price modulation scheme 
kick-started and December 2017, 
which would have been expended 
on subsidy payments.

The Offshore Processing Ar-

rangement (OPA) was cancelled 
and replaced with the Direct Sales 
and Direct Purchase (DSDP) 
scheme with highly regarded off-
shore refineries, whose interest and 
trust in the sector was renewed.

As a result of the policy and 
the renewed attractiveness of the 
downstream sector, a lot of invest-
ment have been injected into the 
economy, 

Specifically, the NNPC com-
menced the rehabilitation of its 
pipeline network and petroleum 
products depots, while a number of 
firms indicated interests in setting 
up modular refineries in the coun-
try, going by the opportunities in-
herent in the system now and in the 
foreseeable future.

New investments were also seen 
in the retail segment of the sector, 
as NIPCO staked N90 billion in the 
acquisition of a 60 per cent stake in 

the downstream assets of Mobil.
Also, HV Investments II B.V., 

(HVI), a joint venture owned by 
Helios Investment Partners (He-
lios), a premier Africa-focused pri-
vate investment firm and the Vitol 
Group, invested $210 million in the 
acquisition of 49 per cent in Oando 
Plc’s downstream assets.

The new company renamed OVH 
Energy hold assets comprising over 
350 service stations in Nigeria with 
supporting infrastructure, includ-
ing 84,000 tonnes of storage and a 
newly built inbound logistics jetty; 
as well as complementary business-
es, chiefly LPG filling and distribu-
tion, lubricants and an interest in a 
supply and bulk distribution com-
pany in Ghana. The new business 
will be the second largest down-
stream fuels company in Nigeria, 
with a market share of 12 per cent.

The distribution of petroleum 
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products in Nigeria was also en-
hanced as a result of the policy, as 
the Federal Government granted 
licenses to investors who indicat-
ed interests in building additional 
1,050 retail outlets across the coun-
try.

Also, the mega retail station con-
cept pioneered by the NNPC was 
adopted by other oil marketers, 
as many of them, such as Conoil, 
Oando, A.A. Rano and Shema Pe-
troleum, built retail outlets with 
large number of sales points.

The policy also facilitated in-

crease in national petroleum prod-
ucts storage capacity as licenses 
were also granted to investors to 
build additional four depots with 
combined storage capacity of 3,529 
metric tonnes of PMS, 39,691met-
ric tonnes of Automotive Gaso-
line Oil, AGO, and 36,021 metric 
tonnes of House-Hold Kerosene 
(HHK) respectively.

The latest is the Petrolex  Petro-
leum Mega City which was com-
missioned by Vice President Yemi 
Osinbajo in Ogun State and the 
proposed plan by the company to 
build a $3.6 billion refinery plant in 
the country.

In addition, the policy brought 
about extensive investments in 
products reception facilities and 
storage depots for petroleum white 
products and gas, it enhanced geo-
graphical spread of these facilities 
through the erection of new petro-
leum products supply and distribu-
tion hubs in Warri/Oghara axis.

The policy also gave bite to the 
investment drive of the  billion dol-
lar Dangote Refinery, with the com-
pletion date set for 2019.

The NNPC, also signed an agree-
ment with a foreign consortium to 
build a $340 million ethanol plant 
in Benue, as well as Dutse.

Furthermore, Greenville Oil and 
Gas Limited, signed a Gas Sale 
and Aggregation Agreement with 
the Federal Government and the 
Nigerian National Petroleum Cor-
poration/Total Exploration and 
Production Nigeria Joint Venture, 
to invest a total of $850 million in 
the construction of a mini-Lique-
fied Natural Gas facility in Nigeria. 
The plant to be situated in Rumuoji, 
Rivers State, is scheduled to com-
mence with three trains and would 
start production with a capacity of 

2,200 metric tonnes.
Also, Propel, a subsidiary of Pro-

petrol, invested in the construction 
of 23 service stations in Port Har-
court, Lagos, Ondo, Cross River 
and Edo States. The company fur-
ther expanded into other sectors 
of the downstream industry, espe-
cially in maritime and bunkering 
services.

Total, On the other hand, invest-
ed in the setting up of 25 additional 
retail outlets across the country in 
2016, bringing the total number of 
its stations to 544, while continuing 
its investments in lubricant facil-
ities and depot services, as well as 
improving its logistics and distribu-
tion channels.

The downstream sector of the 
Nigerian oil and gas sector has 
been a beehive of activities since 
the take-off of the Federal Govern-
ment’s Appropriate Pricing Policy 
last year. The list is inexhaustible 
as many more investors and invest-
ments projects are waiting to come 
on stream in 2018, especially as 
the Minister of State for Petroleum 
Resources, Mr. Ibe Kachikwu, dis-
closed that investment opportuni-
ties abound in the downstream seg-
ment, pointing out that about $10 
billion is required in the next three 
decades to fix the country’s down-
stream infrastructure deficit.

Also, the mega retail station concept 
pioneered by the NNPC was adopted 
by other oil marketers, as many of 
them, such as Conoil, Oando, A.A. 
Rano and Shema Petroleum, built 
retail outlets with large number of 
sales points
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he Conference took note of oil 
market developments since it last 
met in Vienna on 25 May 2017, 
and reviewed the oil market out-

look for the remainder of 2017 and 2018.  
It observed that global economic growth 
forecasts had improved since May, with 
expectations for both 2017 and 2018 now 
at 3.7%.  In addition, global oil demand 
has been robust with upward revisions 
since May, with oil demand growth now 
standing above 1.5 million barrels a day 
for both 2017 and 2018. It is also evident 
that the market rebalancing has gathered 
pace since May, with the Organization of 
Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD) stock projection falling to around 
140 million barrels above the five-year 
average for October.  Moreover, crude in 

floating storage has also fallen significant-
ly over this period.  Despite this success, 
the Conference reiterated that it was vital 
that stock levels be drawn down to normal 
levels.  In line with the decisions taken at 
its 171st and 172nd Meetings, the Confer-
ence decided to amend its production ad-
justments to take effect for the whole year 
of 2018 from January to December 2018, 
while assuring full and timely conformi-
ty. In view of the uncertainties associated 
mainly with supply and, to some extent, 
demand growth, it is intended that in June 
2018, the opportunity for further adjust-
ment actions will be considered based 
on prevailing market conditions and the 
progress achieved towards rebalancing of 
the oil market at that time.

PIPELINE CLOSURE 

Britain’s biggest pipeline from North Sea 
oil and gas field will be shut for several 
weeks for repair, this will disrupt gas flow 
and send international crude prices to 
their highest since mid-2015. The pipeline 
which carries about 450,000 barrels per 
day of forties crude was shut after cracks 
were found.

This shutdown, has particular signifi-
cance to global markets because forties is 
the largest out of the five crude oil streams 
that underpin the dated Brent bench-
mark, against which other crude prices 
are broadly based. Brent dated crude oil 
prices rose above $65 per barrel on Mon-
day for the first time since 2015 following 
the closure.

BY LANRE AKINWUMI

Market Fundamentals
Extract from OPEC 173RD Meeting in Vienna

T
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HOME FRONT

The Nigerian Senate on Tuesday Decem-
ber 5, 2017 passed the 2018-2020 Me-
dium-Term Expenditure Framework, 
(MTEF), increasing the oil price bench-
mark proposed by the Federal Govern-
ment from 45 to 47 dollars per barrel. The 
Senate equally approved an exchange rate 

ed pump price of N145/litre. As at end 
of December 2017, the average expected 
open market price stood at N168.30/litre 
(about N23/litre more than the approved 
pump price of N145/litre). As a result, 
private Oil Marketers could not meet 
their supply obligation and the burden of 
PMS supply fell solely on the NNPC.

CRUDE OIL PRICES

In Q4, 2017, the OPEC Reference Basket 
surged near 10% to $60.74/b in Novem-
ber, its highest since June 2015. Crude 
futures prices also improved further to 
levels not seen since summer 2015. There 
is continuing bullish oil market funda-
mentals and optimism that OPEC and 
non-OPEC would extend the produc-
tion adjustment which would support 
the oil market in 2018. Brent Dated av-
eraged $61,26/bb, Bonny Light - $61.51/
bb, while WTI averaged $55.46/bb.  Brent 
dated notched up a fourth quarter gain 
of about 17percent, and traded as high as 
$66.54/bb. on Friday 29 December 2017, 
above the $60/bb. mark prediction.

PMS PRICING 
COMPONENTS

PMS retail price in Q4 2017 was 8% high-
er than in Q3 2017. This was as a result 
of higher crude costs coupled with per-
sistent high Naira/Dollar exchange rate. 

Average gasoline cost was $594.59/MT, 
Expected Open Market Price (EOMP) 
averaged N168.30/litre, with a Landing 
Cost averaged N148.93/litre.

of 305 naira to a dollar even as it approved 
2.3 million barrels of oil production per 
day.

The PMS scarcity currently being expe-
rienced in the country is as a result of sup-
ply shortage as the burden of PMS supply 
is being solely borne by the NNPC. Gaso-
line price continue to rise at the interna-
tional market, pushing the expected open 
market price far beyond the recommend-

Source: Platbs
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Source: Platbs

Source: Platbs

Source: Platbs
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Source: Platbs
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OUTLOOK

Brent crude oil averaged $61.26/barrel in 
Q4 2017, an increase of $9/bb from Q3 
levels. Prices increased steadily through 
the quarter, with year-end prices higher 
than the annual average. Daily Brent spot 
prices ended 2017 near $67/bb, which was 
the highest level since December 2014, 
and hit $70/pb early January 2018. The 
monthly average spot price of Brent crude 
oil increased by $2/b in December to $64/
bb, marking only the fourth time that 
monthly Brent crude oil prices averaged 
more than $60/b in the past 36 months.

Most of the upward price movement in 
recent months reflects continuing draws 
in global oil inventory levels. EIA esti-
mates that global petroleum and other 
liquid fuels inventories fell by an average 
of 0.4 million b/d in 2017, which was the 
first year of annual average draws since 
2013. In addition, oil prices were support-
ed by OPEC’s November 30, 2017, an-
nouncement to extend its crude oil supply 
reduction agreement through the end of 
2018. 

Also, Brent prices increased in Decem-
ber because of a disruption to the North 
Sea’s Forties crude oil pipeline system 
early in the month. The Forties pipeline 
system is one of the primary distribution 
networks for Brent crude oil delivery in 

the North Sea, and its outage curtailed 
available supply in the near term. How-
ever, reports indicate the Forties pipeline 
system restarted operations in late De-
cember 2017.

After falling in 2017, EIA expects global 
oil inventories to rise by 0.2 million b/d 
in 2018 and by 0.3 million b/d in 2019. 
EIA forecasts the expectation of invento-
ry builds in 2018 and 2019 will contribute 
to crude oil prices declining from current 
levels to an average of $60/b during the 
first quarter of 2018. Prices are then ex-
pected to remain relatively flat through 
2019.

On the local scene, the Naira is expect-
ed to remain relatively steady at N305/$, 
owing majorly to a narrow range crude oil 
prices. The Consumer Price Index (CPI) – 
an index for variations in prices of goods 
and services, for Q4 2017, fell slightly by 
about 0.50% over previous Q3 figure and 
averaged 15.72; thus, signifying a positive 
economic outlook. 

Based on projected $60/bb crude price 
and $630/MT gasoline price in Q1 2018 
and an average Naira exchange rate of 
N305/litre, domestic PMS pump price 
is expected to average N171/litre in Q1, 
2018.

The implication of the above is that 
present pressure on PMS supply in the 
country may continue through Q1 2018 
if all underlying market fundamentals 

remain unabated. Urgent intervention is 
required to encourage the participation of 
private Oil Marketers in PMS supply; this 
is more so as the burden of supply is solely 
being borne by the NNPC. However, it is 
heartwarming to note that the much an-
ticipated intervention in the PMS market 
is now in place, which is a government/
NNPC initiative.

CONCLUSION

The above are mere projections which 
means underlying market fundamentals 
could vary significantly from average 
forecasts, because global economic devel-
opments and local events have the poten-
tial to push oil prices higher or lower than 
the current price forecast. Uncertainty re-
mains regarding the duration of, and ad-
herence to, the current OPEC production 
cuts, which could influence prices in ei-
ther direction with its attendant multiply-
ing effect on the Naira/Dollar exchange 
rate and by extension, PMS pump price in 
the country.
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A review of the supply and distri-
bution of petroleum products re-
veals that the downstream indus-
try is operating sub-optimally and 
indeed threatens to atrophy for the 
following reasons:-

i. Domestic supply through the 
refineries have been eroded 
over time and it would require 

massive investment in existing 
refineries to restore capacity 
therefore;

ii. Reliance on imported prod-
ucts will persist for as long as 
it takes to restore local refining 
capacity;

iii. The distribution system is 
rather blighted and years of 
denial of renewal investment 
and pressure exerted on the 
system as the switch to mas-
sive importation emerged, has 
meant further deterioration 
of the storage and pipeline 
capacity. It would require sub-
stantial investment in order 
to restore the ability to have a 
reliable distribution system;

iv. Petroleum products mar-
keters, transporters, station 
operators, industrial con-
verters and all those deriving 
sustenance from the sector 
are unhappy because of the 
shortages and also because 
the prevailing cost and price 
structures are badly distort-
ed, such that the returns on 
capital invested are dismal and 
are encouraging malpractices, 
which in turn hamper an effi-
cient supply and distribution;

v. The monopolistic position 
of a single player, NNPC, 
left in the system, aided by 
Government control of prices 
have prevented the entry of 

other players who could have 
ameliorated the bottlenecks 
through involvement in the 
supply and distribution chain; 
and

vi. The sector could still be 
salvaged by a combination 
of policies which will gener-
ate the infusion of funding 
to restore domestic refining 
capacity, reduce reliance on 
import, repair the distribution 
network and encourage other 
players through fair returns to 
their efforts, while ensuring 
a competitive and efficient 
network hinged on minimum 
Government control.

vii. That the Government should 
put in place a ten-year master 
plan, which would develop 
the downstream sector of the 
gas industry and de-empha-
size the current almost total 
reliance on petroleum.

viii. That the Government should 
put in place a ten year com-
prehensive master-plan for the 
development of the petro-
chemical industry.

The sector could still be salvaged by a 
combination of policies which will generate the 
infusion of funding to restore domestic refining 
capacity, reduce reliance on import, repair the 
distribution network and encourage other play-
ers through fair returns to their efforts, while 
ensuring a competitive and efficient network 
hinged on minimum Government control.

Extract of Report of the Special Committee 
on Downstream (October 2000): Summary 
of Recommendations 
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Nigeria presently can be described 
as an emerging economy that rely 
solely on export of crude oil as the 
major source of revenue. Oil until 
now accounted for about 85% of 
the income to the country. How-
ever, the downstream sector is 
challenged by myriad of factors. 
These challenges have become so 
acute that solution requires taking 
the bull by the horn which, it is 
believed will see the downstream 
sector to a new direction, creating 
value to the economy. Obvious-
ly, the Nigeria downstream sector 
needs to be re-energized through 
enhanced regulatory frame work 
and sustainable policy.

Nigeria has four refineries with 
installed capacity of about 445,000 
bpd, but due to persistent vandal-
ization of pipelines and the inad-

equate turn around maintenance 
issues, the refineries have become 
epileptic. Many attempts were made 

in the past to either privat-
ize or out rightly sell off the 
nation’s four refineries due 
to  abysmal performance. 
This would have been a sig-
nal to the deregulation of 
the sector, but unfortunate-
ly these efforts could not be 
followed through.

Another factor that mil-
itates against the privatiza-
tion of the asset in the sec-
tor is the opposition from 
the organised labour and 
members of the civil soci-
ety who kick against such a 
move. However, the labour 
movements are of the view 
that the previous sales of 
the nation’s asset did not 

yield the desired result, in the sales 
of Nigeria Airways, NITEL, NEPA, 

“Within the shortest time possible, 
and within the context of his 
popular ‘urgency of yesteryears’ war-
cry, the Hon. Minister of State for 
Petroleum Resources, Dr. Emmanuel 
Ibe Kachikwu, introduced the most 
ambitious and radical policies in the 
annals of Nigeria’s Downstream Oil 
and Gas Sub-Sector.”

Challenges of the Downstream Oil 
and Gas Business in Nigeria

BY CHRIS ABANIKANDA
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to invest in the downstream sec-
tor largely because of the subsist-
ing price regulation of the refined 
products as well as other issues 
associated with downstream oper-
ations in the country.  

Nigeria business environment is 
steeped replete with policy incon-
sistencies as most often, there were 
official pronouncement on business 
operations without maturity, an-
other reversal statement would be 
made. A clear example is govern-
ment position on the removal of 
subsidy on refined petroleum prod-
ucts. One of the major determi-
nants of business success is govern-
ment policy which could make or 
mar the activities of the investors in 
any economy. It is important for in-
vestors to have a clear understand-
ing of the operating environment, 
politically, economic, socio-cultur-
al as well as technological factors 
and the legal environment.

sistance as most commercial banks 
are often and more comfortable 
granting loans and advances to 
conglomerates. Consequent upon 
this, there must be a workable 
mechanism put in place for inves-
tors, either new or existing, to enjoy 
certain privileges through which 
funds can be made available to in-
crease investments and create job 
opportunities.

Availability of regular electricity 
supply and distribution is another 
challenge needed for a conducive 
business operations in the down-
stream oil and gas sector. From 
depots, to filling stations, most 
operators incur additional costs 
by generating electricity to power 
their business activities. The fumes 
from the generating sets no doubt 
constitute health hazard to both 
human and environment.   

Unwillingness of the major oper-
ators in the Upstream sector of Ni-
geria oil, especially the IOCs name-
ly; Shell, Exxon Mobil Chevron, 
Total, Agip to support and develop 
the downstream sector through 
building of refineries and provision 
of infrastructure, remains a ma-
jor challenge over the years. These 
multinationals are not motivated 

rather there was mass loss of jobs .
Regulation of pump price of re-

fined petroleum products runs con-
trary to global trend in an investors 
driven-economy. One school of 
thought opined that price regula-
tion eliminates the ability of retail-
ers to compete on price to attract 
customers, but rather they are com-
pelled to compete on factors such 
as quality services, reliability of re-
tail pumps etc.

The challenge of security is an-
other major factor which investors 
do face in the country, it is ob-
served that no meaningful develop-
ment can take place without stable 
and safe environment. The risk of 
doing business in Nigeria today is 
on the high scale ranging from rob-
bery, kidnapping and the activities 
of advance free fraudsters as such 
it is imperative on the part of gov-
ernment to create an enabling en-
vironment for investors to operate. 
Once an environment is safe and 
habitable, foreigners will  willing 
to come into the country to invest, 
thereby boosting the economic 
growth of the country.

It need to be said that many 
would-be investors have difficulties 
in accessing loan and financial as-
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OANDO MARKETING 
CHANGES NAME 
TO OVH ENERGY 
MARKETING LTD.

Nigeria’s leading Oil Marketing Retail-
er, formerly known as Oando Marketing 
Limited (with distribution capacity of 
over 2 billion litres of fuels representing 
13% of national annual consumption) 
has announced a change of the company’s 
brand name to OVH Energy Marketing 
Limited to reflect a recent corporate re-
capitalization and restructuring to admit 
new shareholders. 

Notwithstanding the name change, 
OVH Energy Marketing Limited (here-
inafter referred to as “OVH Energy”) will 
continue to use the existing Oando brand 
name in conducting its retail activities by 
virtue of a brand license granted by Oan-
do Plc. 

The new name enables OVH Energy 
leverage on the brand equity it has built 
over many years as Oando Marketing 
and the strength of its new shareholders, 
arming itself with the impetus required 
to continue to play a leading role in the 
downstream industry.

OVH Energy is proud to continue of-
fering its customers sustainable high 
quality products and services including 
supply reliability, technical expertise and 
unmatched customer services nationwide 

and across the West-African sub-region. 
With this corporate recapitalization 

and restructure, the company will contin-
ue in its drive to lead other players in the 
Downstream Sector in Nigeria and across 
the sub-region.

NIPCO DOWNSTREAM 
SECTOR ATTRACT 
MEGA DEALS

Worthy of mentioning is the Exxon Mo-
bil Oil Corporation ‘sell off ’ of its shares 
representing 70% of Mobil Oil Nigeria 
to Nipco Investments Limited, a wholly 
owned subsidiary of NIPCO

 Plc. NIPCO Investment is a vehicle 
owned by NIPCO Plc (formerly called 
IPMAN Petroleum Marketing Company 
Limited (IPMCL). NIPCO Plc was incor-
porated by members of the Independent 
Petroleum Marketers Association of Nige-
ria (IPMAN) as a Private Limited Liability 
Company, to participate in the distribu-
tion of white Petroleum Products business 
across Nigeria. 

After over 100years of operations in the 
downstream of the petroleum industry, 
Mobil Oil finally exits its operations in the 
downstream of the petroleum industry. 
The divestment of the company from the 
downstream operation was not as result 
of financial problems, but because Mobil 
wants to concentrate on the upstream. 

The divestment is not as a result of lack 
of confidence in the economy by Mobil 
Oil, but rather to promote indigenous op-
erators in the downstream. 

Industry experts, believes these deals 
signal a good omen for the downstream 
sector, noting that it may even propel 
other major oil producers into their own 
alignments to take advantage of Nigeria’s 
bourgeoning downstream sector. It shows 
that there is a positive outlook for the sec-
tor and we may yet see more of such deals.

Emadeb Energy 
Commissions Ultra-
Modern Outlets in Lagos 
and Abuja as part of 
its Retail Expansion 
Programme

Emadeb Energy, in its short existence is 
another force to reckon with in the down-
stream sector as it plans to Construct 10 
Ultra-Modern Retail Service Stations 
across the geo-political zones of Nigeria 
in 2018 alone as part of its downstream 
integration programme in 2018. The com-
pany currently operates a 60,000mt capac-
ity PMS facility in the Kirikiri-Ijegun Axis 
in Lagos.

The company’s retail outlet recently 
launched in Abuja, boasts of 11 dispensing 

Industry News
BY MODUPE ADEOSUN
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pumps, six underground storage tanks, 
modern and State-of-the-Art fire-fight-
ing pump with underground reservoir 
facilities.

Its Station located in Lagos, commis-
sioned on 25th October, 2017 has 45,000 
litres tank capacity for AGO, 45,000 litres 
capacity for DPK and 18,000 litres capac-
ity for PMS. It has 8 dispensing pumps.

The Ultra-Modern depot boasts of the 
state-of-the-art storage & dispensing fa-
cilities while Emadeb Energy within the 
short period of its existence has risen to 
become a major downstream player and 
volume mover in the sector.

NNPC Targets 15% 
Downstream Market 
Share, Builds Three New 
Mega Stations

In the same vein, the downstream retail 
subsidiary of NNPC, Nigerian National 
Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) Retail 
Limited has set its sights on taking and 
satisfying about 15 per cent of Nigeria’s 
downstream petroleum market share in 
the next one year.

In line with the 12-Business Focus 
Areas (BUFA) of the corporation, the 
subsidiary company embarked on the 
construction of mega stations across the 
country, adding that two more new mega 
stations in Port Harcourt, Rivers State 
and Yenagoa, Bayelsa State would be in-
augurated in the last quarter of 2017 and 
first quarter of 2018 respectively.

Also, along Lagos-Ibadan expressway, 
NNPC is coming up with a more mod-
ern Retail Outlet. “It is a state-of-the-art 
22-nozzle station and would be open 
24/7. The outlet has room for expansion 
to build a hotel and  tanker park/ for driv-
ers. 

MRS Oil Nig. Plc 
Commissions Africa’s 
Largest Jetty in Lagos

Foremost downstream oil company, MRS 
Oil Nigeria Plc, has also commissioned a 
berthing terminal – Dantata Jetty, which 
has a capacity to berth vessels of 80,000–
120,000 metric tonnes capacity at the Tin 
Can Island Port in Lagos.

The record-breaking facility, which is 

reputed in the downstream sector of Ni-
geria’s oil and gas industry as the first of 
its kind in any port in Africa, will save 
Nigeria millions of dollars spent annu-
ally by Marketers of petroleum products 
to hire daughter vessels to lift products 
from the mother vessels on the high seas 
to the depots (STS Operations) as the 
mother vessels can now berth directly at 
the new Jetty.

Before the construction of the jetty, 
the company could only bring small 
vessels of 10,000 – 30,000 metric tonnes 
capacity to berth and discharge prod-
ucts at the depot, but with the comple-
tion of the jetty, a vessel of 60,000MT 
capacity is already at the facility, adding 
that the capacity is equivalent to six ves-
sels of 10,000MT tones each.

The company has gone out to the sea 
34 metres saving costs for the country 
in terms of STS (ship-to-ship) transfer. 
The vessel is equivalent to six vessels of 
10,000MT each and it shows that Nige-
rians can do great things. For the first 
time in Africa, 60,000MT vessel berths, 
it has never happened anywhere in Af-
rica. 

According to the Hon. Minister for 
Works, Power and Housing, Mr. Baba-
tunder Fashola, the most important in-
vestor in any economy are the local in-
vestors because “they will not run away, 
no matter how tough it is.”

Fashola said the present adminis-
tration realised this and had remained 
committed to supporting local investors 
such as MRS and others.

“Congratulations also that this in-

vestment has come to maturity at a most 
auspicious time – barely a week after Mr. 
President launched the economic recov-
ery programme and one of the priority 
actions in that programme out of the 60 
interventions is strengthening our capac-
ity towards self-sufficiency in energy sup-
ply,” Fashola explained.

Fashola pledged to electrify the corri-
dor and build transmission lines because 
the area is an important investment corri-
dor and behind it is tourism.

In his speech, the Minister of Industry, 
Trade and Investment, Dr. Okechukwu 
Enelamah, said the federal government 
was committed to improving the coun-
try’s global ranking in the ease of doing 
business to attract investors.

According to him, Nigeria should not 
think that her environment is unique in 
terms of doing business because investors, 
including local ones have other choices.

 “We live in a world where we are part of 
the global community. Nigerians should 
not think that their environment is unique 
in attracting business because investors 
have other destinations. So, we must im-
prove our global ranking,” Enelamah said.

Speaking for the Minister of Transport, 
Mr. Rotimi Amaechi, who was also pres-
ent at the event, the Director General of 
the Nigerian Maritime Administration 
and Safety Agency (NIMASA), Dr. Da-
kuku Peterside, described the jetty as a 
great feat in maritime acquisition in Ni-
geria.

“We are here today to celebrate a great 
feat in maritime acquisition. I have been 
challenged that the Cabotage Act is not 

INDUSTRY NEWS
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working but this jetty has proved that it is 
working. I want to take advantage of this 
opportunity to encourage other investors 
to invest in the maritime sector because 
the current government is working on 
the ease of doing business,” Peterside ex-
plained.

In her remarks, the company’s Group 
Executive Director in charge of Trading 
and Supply, Amina Maina, traced the his-
tory of MRS from its inception in 1995 
and  to where it is today. Maina praised 
the workforce for its dedication and sacri-
fices to get the company to its present state 
saying the dream would not have been re-
alised without their loyalty and contribu-
tions.

Also in his welcome address, the Chair-
man of the company, Alhaji Sayyu Dan-
tata, noted that the jetty would save the 
country the expenses incurred in Ship-to-
Ship (STS) transfer, as well as demurrage, 
which he estimated at over $200 million 
yearly.

According to him, before the construc-
tion of the jetty, the company could only 
bring small vessels of 10,000 – 30,000 
metric tonnes capacity to berth and dis-
charge products at the depot.

Sayyu said with the completion of the 
jetty, a vessel of 60,000MT capacity is al-
ready at the facility, adding that the capac-
ity is equivalent to six vessels of 10,000MT 
tones each.

“We have gone out to the sea 34 metres. 
We save costs for the country in terms of 
STS (ship-to-ship) transfer. This vessel 
is equivalent to six vessels of 10,000MT 
each and it shows that Nigerians can do 

great things. For the first time in Afri-
ca, 60,000MT vessel berth today and it 
has never happened anywhere in Africa. 
What we normally use to do operations is 
between 10,000MT and 30,000MT,” Dan-
tata explained.

The Speaker of the House of Represen-
tative, Yakubu Dogara, was represented by 
Hon. Victor Nwokolo, Chairman House 
Committee on Petroleum Resources (Up-
stream), while Senator Abdullai Yahaya 
represented, Chairman Senate Committee 
on Downstream, Senator Kabiru Marafa, 
at the well-attended ceremony to officially 
commission the massive jetty.

OVH Energy Launches 
Lagos Midstream Jetty

ASPM Limited, a subsidiary of OVH En-
ergy Limited, in November 2017 launched 
its Lagos Midstream Jetty (LMJ) located at 
the Lagos Apapa Harbour. 

The Lagos Midstream Jetty is West Afri-
ca’s first privately owned mid-stream jetty, 
conceived by Oando PLC to increase the 
delivery capacity and offloading efficien-
cy of petroleum products into marketers’ 
storage facilities in Apapa Lagos.

With a draft of 13.5m, Length Overall 
(LOA) of 210m and a capacity to receive 
45,000 DWT vessels (deadweight tonne), 
the Lagos Midstream Jetty will discharge 
up to 800 m3 (cubic meters) of petro-
leum products per hour. The Jetty will 
operate 24 hours a day to supply products 
into storage facilities situated within the 
Apapa axis, via a 3km submarine pipe-
line network linked directly with up to 
200,000MT storage belonging to major 
and independent marketers in Nigeria. 
The midstream jetty, which is configured 
to receive all white products namely pet-
rol, diesel and kerosene, consists of a sim-
ple horizontal platform, five (5) berthing 
dolphins, and four (4) mooring points.

In comparison to available jetties, the 
Lagos Midstream Jetty has the capacity 
to receive larger vessels of up to 45,000 
DWT in one lot thus reducing the current 
necessity of bringing in smaller volumes 
of petroleum products in several batches. 
This will result in significant cost savings 
on lightering and generate economies of 
scale advantages for marketers.

“The Lagos Midstream Jetty (LMJ) is 
fully operational, having berthed 10 ves-
sels and discharged products totalling 

255,000 metric tonnes of cargo demon-
strating its potential as a functionally effi-
cient and safe facility. With a monthly vol-
ume capacity of 240,000metric tonnes, or 
240,000,000 litres, the Lagos Midstream 
Jetty is set to substantially boost supply 
of petroleum products into Nigeria, and 
contribute an estimated NGN13.1 billion 
($36 million) cost reduction in product 
imports and associated transactions.

Petrolex Builds 300m 
Litres Tank Farm: Hope 
to Decongest Apapa by 
60%

An indigenous firm, Petrolex Oil and Gas 
Limited, inaugurated a 300 million litres 
petroleum products tank farm at Ibefun, 
Ogun State. The tank farm is believed to 
have the capacity to help decongest Apapa 
and Ibafon tanker traffic by 60 per cent.

The tank farm is accessible through 
both land and waterways, with easy access 
from the Atlantic Ocean. Its proximity to 
the Lagos market and easy accessibility to 
the northern and eastern parts of Nigeria 
gives it a strategic advantage, as customers 
can load their products in unprecedented 
time and avoid delays, which characterise 
the industry.

The facility has the capacity to turnover 
600 million litres of petroleum products 
every month while enabling products to 
be stored and distributed effectively and 
more efficiently in a bid to revolutionise 
the Nigerian oil and gas landscape.

The facility, which is equipped with 
state-of-the-art technology was commis-
sioned by Vice President Yemi Osinba-
jo, and is expected to create over 10,000 
new direct and indirect jobs, and improve 
throughput capacity for distribution of 
petroleum products by over 500 per cent.
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Cross section of PPPRA Board Members, 
Management & staff at the office of the 
Nigerian Ambassador to Indonesia.

Fr.L..R, TUC President Com. Kaigama Bala, 
PPPRA ES, Abdulkadir Saidu, PPPRA Board 
Chairman, Mallam Buba Muhammed at 
the office of the Nigerian Ambassador to 
Indonesia.

Cross section of PPPRA Board Members, 
Management & staff during a facility visit to 
PT Pertamina EP in Cirebon, Indonesia.

PPPRA Board Chairman, Buba Muhammed 
presenting his address during the visit to PT 
Pertamina EP in Indonesia.
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Representative of the Executive Sec. 
PPPRA, Mr O.O.Agbaje while making 
a presentation at the 2017, OTL 
conference in Lagos

From R-L GM PPPRA O.O. Agbaje, MD 
11 PLC, former ES PPPRA Reginald 
Stanley, GM Total PLC Operations, MD 
MPNC Umar Ajayi R

Group Photograph of PPPRA delegates 
at the 2nd edition of Hydrocarbon 
council in Uyo, Akwa-Ibom State
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Cross section of PPPRA Board Members, 
Management & staff during a facility 
visit to PT Pertamina EP Zonal Office in 
Cirebon, Indonesia.

Participants at the 2017 OTL Downstream 
Conference in Lagos

The PPPRA team under going HSE drill 
during the visit to PT Pertamina Refinery 
Cirebon in Indonesia.

PPPRA monitoring team on a routine 
regulatory exercise at a filling station in 
Abuja recently

NNPC GED/COO Downstream, Henry 
Ikem Obih inspecting Mobile stand with 
other delegates and stakeholders at the 
2017 OTL Downstream conference in 
Lagos 

The PPPRA visiting team in a group 
photograph with some of the staff 
members of PT Pertamina in Indonesia.
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15 16

17

House of Representative 
Committee on Petroleum 
Resource Downstream with 
Members of PPPRA Management 
during the January 2018 oversight 
visit to the PPPRA Headquarters.

A cross section of Members of 
House Committee on Petroleum 
Resources Downstream during 
the oversight visit.

A cross section of Committee 
Members during the meeting. 

Chairman House of Representative 
Committee on Petroleum Downstream 
Comrade Joseph Akinlaja, fielding 
questions from the press the recent 
oversight visit of the Committee to 
PPPRA Headquarters.

A cross section of some PPPRA 
Management at the meeting.
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19
Comrade Joseph Akinlaja and the ES 
PPPRA Abdulkadir Saidu.

Senator Marafa, Chairman Senate 
Committee on Petroleum Resources 
Downstream Sector. 

A cross section of PPPRA Board 
members after a meeting.

Former DG, Nigerian Tourism 
Development Corporation (NTDC) 
Omotayo Omotosho (MFR) with the 
GM AND AGM Corporate Services 
Department during her recent visit to 
PPPRA.

From L-R, Former DG, Nigerian Tourism 
Development Corporation (NTDC) 
Omotayo Omotosho (MFR) with some 
Management of PPPRA durig her recent 
visit to the Agency.

Ever cheerful and smiling PPPRA 
Human Resources Department CRO, 
Mrs. Augusta N. Meribole, arriving the 
boardroom for a meeting 
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T
he 11th annual Africa 
Downstream week took 
place from the 22nd – 
25th October, 2017 at the 
Oriental Hotel in Lagos; 
the theme for this year’s 

event is Downstream – Renewed 
Opportunities.

The OTL Downstream week is an 
annual event that provides a plat-
form for players in the Industry to 
come together and exchange ideas 

on Downstream Petroleum busi-
ness in Africa.

The event is one of the big-

gest gathering of industry players 
particularly the Downstream Pe-
troleum Sub-sector. OTL Africa 
Downstream headlined by a stra-
tegic conference featuring many 
speakers, sub themes and sessions 
which covered key aspects of the 
Industry value chain that includ-
ed Marketing, Government Reg-
ulation, Trading, Financing, Risk 
Management, Pricing, Refining, 
Shipping, Logistics, Gas and many 

more.
The conference was decleared 

open by Emeka Akabogu, C.E.O 

OTL.
Major speakers in the conference 

include: Reginald Stanley (former 
Executive Secretary Petroleum 
Products Pricing Regulatory Agen-
cy (PPPRA) and Chairman Adviso-
ry Board OTL); Gabriel Ogbechie, 
(Group Chief Executive Officer 
Rain oil), Al Hassan S. Tampuli (Ag. 
Chief Executive, National Petro-
leum Authority (NPA) Ghana), as 
well as Abdulkadir Saidu, Executive 
Secretary Petroleum Products Pric-
ing Regulatory Agency (PPPRA) to 
mention but a few.

The conference was segmented 
into sessions with panel of discus-
sants anchored by a chairman.

Session Topics

yy Session 1: Downstream – Re-
newed Opportunities.
yy Session 2: Crude Oil Markets 
and Impact on Petroleum Trad-
ing For Africa.
yy Session 3: Petroleum Products 

Reginald Stanley, former Executive Secretary Petroleum 
Products Pricing Regulatory Agency (PPPRA), and Chair-man, 
Board of Advisors, OTL, Africa Downstream, affirmed that it 
is important to establish a strong and vibrant in-dependent 
regulatory to clearly monitor and oversee the operations of the 
downstream sub-sector.

2017 Oil Trading Logistics(OTL): 
Optimising Value Chain for the 
Downstream Oil Sector   
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Retail as the New Flavour – 
Optimising Opportunities.
yy Session 4: Africa’s Refining 
Re-Awakening – Markets, 
Models and Minefields.
yy Session 5: Finance for Down-
stream Trading and Infrastruc-
ture Projects.
yy Session 6: Downstream’s Dis-
ruptive Influences: The Role 
of LPG, Petrochemicals and 
Renewables.
yy Session 7: Optimising Ship to 
Shore Efficiency.
yy Session 8: Shackled or 
Free-Getting Petroleum Pricing 
Right.
yy Session 9: Right To Retail: Afri-
ca’s Opportunities for Total Oil.

One of the highpoints of the dis-
cussion was the submission, by the 
Managing Director Rain Oil, Ga-
briel Ogbechie, on the need to fully 
deregulate PMS pricing. 

He also made an important point 
on the level of sulphur that is im-
ported into the country. He noted 
the delay by  government to meet 
its target on implementing the pol-
icy on reduction of sulphur content 
in both diesel and gasoline by 50 
Parts per Million (PPM) and 150 
PPM respectively. 

Consequently Reginald Stanley, 

former Executive Secretary Petro-
leum Products Pricing Regulatory 
Agency (PPPRA), and Chairman, 
Board of Advisors, OTL, Afri-
ca Downstream, affirmed that it 
is important to establish a strong 
and vibrant independent regulato-
ry to clearly monitor and oversee 
the operations of the downstream 
sub-sector. 

 In his paper, the Executive Sec-
retary of PPPRA, Alhaji Saidu Ab-
dulkadir (represented by the GM 
Corporate Services, Olasupo Ag-
baje) chronicled the activities of 
PPPRA in the Downstream Sector 
and the significant impact it made 
in opening up and stabilizing the 
operations of the Downstream 
Sub-sector.

The OTL Conference went si-
multaneously with the OTL Africa 
Downstream Exhibition that also 
provided the opportunity for play-
ers in the industry to take advan-
tage of the gathering to showcase 
their products, Innovations and 
wider range of  services.

The event came to an end with 
the well attended dinner. The major 
highlight of the dinner was the pre-
sentation of Awards to outstanding 
industry players. Rain oil main-
tained its position as Gold spon-
sor of the 2017 OTL Downstream 
week.
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OPEC and non-OPEC member countries led by Russia will have to contend with attaining a price 
window; high enough to satisfy oil producers and low enough to stave off shale producers mostly 
in the U.S.

The OPEC extension keeps the oil market on track to balancing at some point in 2018, but if the 
group overshoots on tightening, OPEC members could begin cheating, potentially leading to an 
unraveling of the deal.

To be sure, there is a great deal of uncertainty over the pace of inventory drawdowns. Analysts  
predict a return to rising inventories in the first half of 2018, a prospect that threatens another 
downturn in prices. In this scenario, OPEC will struggle to balance the market, and may be forced 
into yet another extension. Indeed , there are some analysts who see the downside risk as a much 
greater threat than the upside, and that the oil market should brace for lower prices..

Factors Inimical To Sustaining 
Oil Cuts in 2018

BY MUSTAPHA TAFIDA

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
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tion cuts for an additional nine 
months through the end of 2018. 
In his word, the Saudi oil minister 
Khalid Al-Falih said : “ I’m pleased 
to announce the decision has 
been unanimous.” The deal to cut 
1.2mb/d from OPEC, plus nearly 
600,000b/d from non- OPEC coun-
tries, will run from January to De-
cember 2018.

Assuaging some concerns from 
the Russian delegation, the deal also 
included a review of the production 
limits at the next official OPEC 
meeting in June. That opens up the 
possibility of removing or adjusting 
the agreement in six month’s time, 
although because OPEC meets ev-
ery six months anyway to roll over 
the deal, this is a somewhat redun-
dant statement. AL-Falih said the 
group will be “agile” and “on its 
toes,” ready to respond if market 
conditions change significantly.

There were some fears that Rus-
sia could spoil the party as the  
meeting date drew near, but at the 
press conference, Al-Falih said 
there was “ no fight between Russia 
and Saudi Arabia,” and that  they 
are completely united. Al-Falih said 
he would be “breathing down the 
necks of the other 24” participants 
to make sure they remain in com-
pliance with the agreement.

There were a few other morsels 
of interest in the announcement. 
Libya and Nigeria agreed not to 
boost their production in 2018 
above their 2017 levels, a soft cap 
on their output after being fully ex-
empted from the cuts for the past 
year. Both countries have seen their 
output levels ebb and flow, but the 
agreement to restrain production 
is something new. It won’t really 
change the supply/demand balance 
as it currently is, though it could 
prevent new supply from hitting 
the market in 2018 from those two 
countries. Al-Falih said this will 
prevent any “surprises” to the oil 
market in 2018, avoiding the sce-
nario that played out this year with 
the sudden restoration of output 
from the two countries.

That, in theory , would count as a 
bullish surprise for the oil market, 
but judging by the tepid movement 
in spot prices, oil traders snoozed 

plus is eliminated.
There are a few reasons why the 

impetus to cheat will grow along 
with oil prices. First , higher prices 
will prove to be tempting, because 
each additional barrel will bring 
in  more revenue. Second , at some 
point in 2018, as inventories fall 
and prices rise, OPEC members 
will know that the expiration of the 
deal will not be far off, so why not 
get a head start on a return to high-
er production levels? Third , OPEC 
members know that higher oil pric-
es are a real danger to their mar-
ket share because it could provoke 
an aggressive response from U.S. 
shale drillers. “ do we want prices 
to continue upwards indefinitely? 
Not really , “ Nigerian Oil Minister 
Emmanuel Ibe Kachikwu told The 
Wall Street Journal (WSJ), referring  
to fears of sparking too much in-
vestment and drilling in U.S. shale.

Other OPEC officials expressed 
concern when Brent rose to $65 per 
barrel earlier this month, according 
to WSJ,. One official told the WSJ 
that “ you are attracting problems 
for yourself ” with oil up in the mid-
$60s. At that level , OPEC fears, U.S. 
shale will add a wave of new supply. 
“ if prices are attractive for other 
producers, we will be going back to 
square one,” the official said.

The problem for OPEC is that it’s 
a tricky balancing act, and it isn’t 
clear that there is a price window 
that will satisfy the needs of OPEC 
members while also proving to be 
low enough to stave off new shale 
investment.

In fact, the IEA and OPEC itself 
see massive supply increases from 
U.S. shale as it is. The IEA predicts 
the U.S. will add 870,000 bpd of 
new supply in 2018, while OPEC 
estimates U.S. shale growth of more 
than 1 mb/d. the best outcome for 
OPEC, it seems , would be a con-
tinuation of stable prices that allow 
for a drawdown in stocks and some 
rise in U.S. shale supply, but not too 
much.

Still, even in that scenario it’s a 
sacrifice for OPEC because the end 
result will be a smaller market share 
for the cartel.

In a similar vein, OPEC and the 
group of non-OPEC countries led 
by Russia extended their produc-

But let’s look at the optimistic 
case for a moment.

The inventory surplus has dra-
matically lessened this year, fall-
ing to just a little more than 100 
million barrels above the five-year 
average  as of October 2017, down 
more than two-thirds from the start 
of 2017. That obscures the fact that 
the drawdowns really kicked into 
high gear only in the second half 
of this year, a rapid drawdown that 
coincided with sharp rise in prices.

Meanwhile , OPEC compliance 
hit its highest point in November 
2017,which should continue to put 
pressure on stocks in the next few 
months. And while the IEA sees 
stock increases pouring cold water 
on the oil market, other analysts 
downplay such a scenario.

Goldman Sachs argues that the 
inventory increases in the first 
quarter of 2018 will be much small-
er than the typical gains for that 
time of year, with stocks once again 
drawing down by the second quar-
ter.

Similarly , unexpected outages 
could tighten the market more than 
anticipated, with Venezuela as one 
particular hotspot of uncertainty 
. The oil market  will rebalance by 
mid-2018, Goldman Sachs said in 
its report, before adding this in-
triguing prediction: “leading to a 
gradual exit from the cuts and in-
creases in OPEC and Russia pro-
duction through 2018.”

In other words, OPEC will have 
completed its mission-or at least 
will be close- at about the time 
it meets again in Vienna in June . 
Thereafter, with oil prices rising 
and the inventory surplus eliminat-
ed, the justification for OPEC’s pro-
duction cuts will  lose their urgen-
cy, and members will be tempted to 
cheat.

Indeed , even before we get there, 
higher oil prices “ would be an open 
invitation to cheat,” according to 
Ole Hansen, head of commodity 
strategy at Saxo Bank. “ That could 
lead to a collapse of the deal.

Russia is one of the bigger ques-
tion marks. Russian officials voiced 
some skepticism in the lead-up to 
the most recent extension and have 
also expressed an eagerness to exit 
the deal as soon as the market sur-
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cited the dramatic decline form 
conventional and mature oil fields, 
a depletion rate that means each 
year the market needs several mil-
lion barrels per day of fresh supply. 
He said he doesn’t think “shale can 
carry the load,” meaning that even 
a robust response for U.S. shale will 
be soaked up by the market due 
to growing demand and depletion 
from mature fields.

Presumably , however, OPEC 
and Russia concluded that they 
had to continue with the cuts to 
avoid a selloff in prices. They cited 
the enormous progress in cutting 
inventories, but said there is more 
work to  do . They expect that to 
happen by mid-2018 or so. But will 
U.S. shale spoil these plans?

been wary of incentivizing a strong 
drilling response from the Texas 
shale fields, so the fact that we now 
know that production ramped up 
dramatically in September as prices 
rose should dampen OPEC’s enthu-
siasm.

If the OPEC/non-OPEC coali-
tion keeps 1.8 mb/d of supply off of 
the market for another year, there’s 
no doubt they will bring the market 
back into balance and potentiallh 
even overshoot and push things too 
far. WTI could bounce above $60, 
which could spark an even stron-
ger drilling response for U.S. shale, 
potentially undermining OPEC’s 
objective.

For a taste of what’s in store, Rys-
tad Energy, for example, predicts 
that the U.S. will hit 9.9mb/d by the 
end of 2017, which will give  U.S. 
shale a lot of momentum heading 
into next year.

When asked about the rapid 
comeback of U.S. shale , Al-Falih 

through the meeting, since they 
had basically priced this outcome 
into the market, so little changed.

Meanwhile, before OPEC went 
before the cameras for its official 
press announcement, word came 
from the EIA that U.S. oil produc-
tion surged in September, jumping 
by a massive 290,000 bpd from a 
month earlier, hitting 9.4 mbd. That 
figure seems to put to rest a lot of 
questions about the EIA overesti-
mating U.S. oil production in its 
weekly surveys, which have con-
sistently come in much higher than 
the more accurate monthly figures. 
The production numbers for Sep-
tember go a long way toward back-
ing up the notion that the U.S. shale 
industry shifted into expansion 
after prices jumped above $50 per 
barrel.

The data release on the same day 
that OPEC agreed to an extension 
was probably met with some unease 
by the cartel.several members have 
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Coastal Depot Development: 
2003 to Date

S/
NO

FACILITY LOCATION PROD-
UCTS

STORAGE

CAPACITY

DATE COMMISSIONED CURRENT

STATUS

COMMENT

PORT HARCOURT ZONE

1.

FORTE OIL DEPOT FLT, ONNE PMS 0 DECEMBER, 2010 ACTIVE

AGO 15,978,643

DPK 0

2. AMICABE DEPOT 
PORT HARCOURT

PORT HARCOURT PMS 44,812,209 9th DECEMBER, 2013 ACTIVE

AGO 11,200,880

DPK 11,202,574

3. AVIDOR DEPOT PORT HARCOURT PMS 50,866,060 2007 ACTIVE

AGO 12,783,423

DPK 6,243,698.

4. BULK STRATEGIC 
DEPOT PORT HAR-

COURT

ABONEMA WHARF 
RD, PORT HAR-

COURT

PMS 40,700,000 SEPTEMBER, 2013 ACTIVE

AGO 29,900,000.

DPK 6,200,000

5. EVER OIL DEPOT 
PORT HARCOURT

PORT HARCOURT PMS 25,913,275 2015 ACTIVE

AGO 13,128,034

DPK 0

6. LIQUID BULK 
DEPOT PORT HAR-

COURT

EAGLE CEMENT RD, 
RUMUOLUMENI-
POR HARCOURT

PMS 40,000,000 JUNE, 2009 ACTIVE

AGO 15,000,000

DPK 15,000,000.

7. MASTERS ENERGY 
DEPOT POR HAR-

COURT

AKAR BASE 
AREA,PORT HAR-

COURT

PMS 44,812,209. 25th JULY, 2009 ACTIVE

AGO 11,211,868.

DPK 11,201149

COMPILED BY AMBROS MAC-ETELI & FATIMA SHEHU 
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8.

PETROSTAR DEPOT 
PORT HARCOURT

PORT HARCOURT PMS

12,882,296. JUNE, 2010 ACTIVE

AGO 25,754,592

DPK 12,882,296.

9.

PWSL DEPOT ONNE FOT, ONNE PMS 2003 ACTIVE

AGO 6,300,000

DPK 6,300,00

ATK 6,300,000

10. SHORLINE DEPOT 
PORT HARCOURT

ABONEMA WHARF 
RD, PORT HAR-

COURT

PMS 22,882,426 JANUARY, 2010. ACTIVE

AGO 0

DPK 7,116,938.

11. STOCKGAP AKWETE AKWETE PMS 7,000 FEBRUARY, 2015 ACTIVE

AGO

DPK 2,000

12. TONIMAS DEPOT 
ONNE

FOT, ONNE PMS 14,133,747 2013 ACTIVE

AGO 8,359,911

DPK 7,773,265

WARRI AREA

13. A&E PET. DEPOT 
WARRI

NEW ODE ITSEKIRI 
RD, IFFIEKPOROR, 

WARRI SOUTH, DEL-
TA STATE.

PMS 49,634,252. DECEMBER, 2013 ACTIVE

AGO 24,758,652.

DPK 12,399,494.

14. BLUEFIN DEPOT 
WARRI

WARRI PMS 13,006,774 MAY, 2011. ACTIVE

AGO 12,806,294

DPK 7,060,884.

15. CYBERNETICS DE-
POT OGHARA

OGAREFE, OGHA-
RA, DELTA STATE.

PMS 23,681,558. 2006 ACTIVE

AGO 10,055,328

DPK 7,832,587.

16. DUTCHESS DEPOT 
OGHARA

OGHARA PMS 31,862,356 AUGUST, 2014. ACTIVE

AGO 6,721,332

DPK 6,716,356
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17. FRADRO DEPOT 
OGHARA

OGHARA PMS 17,500,000. 12th SEPTEMBER 2015. ACTIVE

AGO 9,600,000.

DPK 8,500,000

18. LANAKA DEPOT 
WARRI

WARRI PMS 20,000,000. 27TH DECEMBER, 2015. ACTIVE

AGO 11,000,000.

DPK 11,000,000.

19. MATRIX ENERGY 
DEPOT WARRI

KM 5, NEW ODE 
ITSEKIRI RDIFFIEK-

PORO,WARRI

PMS 47,878,199. NOVEMBER, 2014 ACTIVE

AGO 8,821,674.

DPK 8,873,120.

20. NEPAL DEPOT 
OGHARA

OGHAREFE, OGHA-
RA, DELTA STATE.

PMS 30,400,883. 18TH MAY, 2013 ACTIVE

AGO 9,513,073

DPK 9,638,632.

21. BLACKLIHT DEPOT 
OGHARA

AJAGBODUN RD, 
OGHARA, DELTA 

STATE.

PMS 21,823,906. 2013. ACTIVE

AGO 3,674,152

DPK 7,278,109

22. OPTIMA DEPOT 
KOKO

KOKO PMS 23,402,508. 2012. ACTIVE

AGO 6,406,581.

DPK 6,424,558.

23. OTHNIEL BROOKS 
DEPOT OGHARA

OGHARAREFE, 
OGHARA, DELTA 

STATE.

PMS 24,969,640 NOVEMBER, 2014. ACTIVE

AGO 10,104,571

DPK 10,148,793

24. PINNACLE DEPOT 
WARRI

WARRI PMS 36,000,000. 27TH DECEMBER, 2015. ACTIVE

AGO 22,000,000.

DPK

25. PRUDENT DEPOT 
OGHARA

OGHARAREFE, 
OGHARA, DELTA 

STATE.

PMS 31,674,014. AUGUST, 2014. ACTIVE

AGO 11,316,441.

DPK 8,915,269.

26. RAIN OIL DEPOT 
OGHARA

OGHARA PMS 32,321,843. 2011. ACTIVE

AGO 10,413,650.

DPK 6,276,026.
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27. RENOIR LOGISTICS OGHARA PMS 8,502,141. YET TO 
COMMENCE 

OPERATIONS.AGO 0

DPK 0

28. TAURUS DEPOT 
KOKO

KOKO PMS 10,000,000 29TH MAY, 2015. ACTIVE

AGO 1,000,000.

DPK 7,500,000.

LAGOS ZONE

29. A.A RANO DEPOT APAPA LAGOS PMS 33,090,674. AUGUST, 2014 ACTIVE

AGO 7,189,344.

DPK 7,241,962.

30. AFRICA TERMINAL IBRU – JETTY,

OSHODI – APAPA 
EXPRESS WAY, 

COCNUT LAGOS

PMS 26,741,000 JULY, 2016

Africa Terminals, (formerly 
Acorn)

ACTIVE

AGO

DPK

31. AITEO DEPOT 
APAPA

DOCKYARD, APAPA PMS 109,000,000 April 2012 ACTIVE

AGO 36,000,000

DPK NIL

32. A-Z PETROLEUM DOCKYARD APAPA, 
LAGOS

PMS 0 2004 ACTIVE

AGO 30, 273,274

DPK 0

33. BOND GLOBAL 
ENERGY DEPOT

IJEGUN, EGBA, 
SATELLITE TOWN

PMS 6,871,646 30TH OCT.,2015 ACTIVE

DPK 6,888,686

ATK 6,871,646

34. BOVAS DEPOT KIRIKIRI, LAGOS PMS 21,000,000 1ST SEPT., 2009 ACTIVE

AGO 0

DPK 0

35. CAPITAL OIL DEPOT

IBAFON APAPA, 
LAGOS

2009 ACTIVE

PMS 72,000,000

AGO 52,000,000

DPK 26,000,000

36. CHIPET DEPOT 1-7, CHIPET ROAD, 
IJEGUN, EGBA, 

SATELITE, LAGOS.

PMS 11,000,000 JUNE 2016 ACTIVE

AGO 11,000,000

DPK 11,000,000
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37. DEE JONES DEPOT BEACHLAND 
ESTATE, KIRIKIRI, 

LAGOS

PMS 35,000,000 2003 ACTIVE

AGO 10,500,000

DPK 8,500,000

38. EMADEB ENERGY 
DEPOT

FEBRUARY 2013 ACTIVE

PMS 31,304,438

AGO 6,782,416

DPK 6,834,832

39. ETERNA DEPOT IBRU PORT COM-
PLEX

JUNE 2005 ACTIVE

PMS 29,780,366

AGO 0

DPK 0

40. FATGBEMS DEPOT KIRIKIRI APAPA PMS 12,565,396 2009 ACTIVE

AGO 9,969,471

DPK 5,844,396

41. FIRST ROYAL DEPOT IJEGUN, LAGOS PMS 16,000,000 DEC., 2015 ACTIVE

AGO 7,500,000

DPK 7,500,000.

42. GULF TREASURES IBRU PORT 
COMPLEX, IBAFO, 

APAPA, LAGOS

PMS 53,114,324 2011 ACTIVE

AGO 0

DPK 0

43. HENSMOR DEPOT APAPA DOCKYARD PMS 14,007.335 2004 ACTIVE

AGO 6,607,000

DPK 6,720,500

44. HEYDEN DEPOT IJORA OLOPA, 
IDDO

PMS

15,137, 329 2008 ACTIVE

AGO 4, 781, 581

DPK 0

45. IBETO DEPOT IBAFON, LAGOS PMS 0 JULY 2000 ACTIVE

AGO 30, 369, 832

DPK 12, 947, 797

46. INDEX DEPOT KIRIKIRI, LAGOS PMS 37,279, 280 2010 ACTIVE

AGO 0

DPK 0
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47. MAO PETROLEUM 
DEPOT

IJEGUN, EGBA, 
SATELLITE TOWN

DEC., 2015 ACTIVE

PMS

22, 928, 339

AGO

DPK

48. SAHARA DEPOT ATK 10,000,000 2008 ACTIVE

49. STALLIONAIR 
DEPOT

IJEGUN, EGBA, 
SATELLITE TOWN

PMS 20, 000,000 31ST, MAY, 2015 ACTIVE

AGO 10,000,000

DPK 6,000,000

ATK 6,000,000

50. T- TIME DEPOT IBRU PORT 
COMPLEX, IBAFO, 

LAGOS

PMS 27, 600,000 AUG., 2011 ACTIVE

AGO 0

DPK 0

51. TECHNO OIL DEPOT KIRIKIRI, LAGOS PMS 13,000,000 2006 ACTIVE

AGO 3,000,000

DPK 3,000,000

CALABAR AREA

52. ALKANES DEPOT 
CALABAR

CALABAR

PMS 25,145,358 01 NOVEMBER, 2016. ACTIVE

AGO 8,350,368.

DPK 8,348,043

53. HYDE DEPOT CAL-
ABAR

CALABAR PMS 31, 720, 662.

SEPTEMBER 2009

ACTIVEAGO 6,306,453.

DPK 0

54. FRESH SYNERGY 
DEPOT A/IBOM

IKOT ABASI, CAL-
ABAR

PMS 13,746,840. 2012 ACTIVE

AGO 5,225,169.

DPK 5,213,777.

55. DANIUM ENERGY 
DEPOT ORON

ORON PMS 16,663,848 2016. ACTIVE

AGO 8,303,815.

DPK 7,157,926.

56. DOZZY OIL DEPOT 
CALABAR

CALABAR PMS 25,000,000. 2014. ACTIVE

AGO 15,500,000.

DPK 0
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57. FYNFIEL DEPOT 
CALABAR

CALABAR PMS 30,570,667. 04 JULY, 2015 ACTIVE

AGO 10,164,057.

DPK 8,314,712.

58. HUDSON DEPOT 
CALABAR

MARINA ROAD, 
CALABAR

PMS

15,300,00 JUNE 2004

ACTIVE

AGO 0

DPK 9,000,000

59. IBAFON DEPOT 
CALABAR

CFTZ, CALABAR PMS 17,286,870 2010 ACTIVE

AGO 25,538,456

DPK 7,214,877

60. MARK-CLIAR DEPOT 
CALABAR

PLOT 5B, ESUK 
UTAN INDUSTRIAL 
LAYOUT, CALABAR

PMS 8,300,000 2014 ACTIVE

AGO 8,300,000

DPK 8,300,000

61. MAINLAND DEPOT 
CALABAR

CALABAR PMS 29,100,000 DEC. 1ST,2012 ACTIVE

AGO 6,400,000

DPK 6,400,000

62. METTLE ENERGY 
DEPOT CALABAR

INDUSTRIAL LAY-
OUT ESUK, UTAN, 

CALABAR.

PMS 9,000,000 2014 ACTIVE

AGO 8,300,000

DPK 7,000,000

63. NORTHWEST DE-
POT CALABAR

CALABAR PMS 21,600 SEPTEMBER 2009 ACTIVE

AGO 10,800

DPK 10,800

64. ONTARIO DEPOT 
CALABAR

FZE FREE TRADE 
ZONE, CALABAR

PMS DECEMBER 2012 ACTIVE

AGO 6,000,800

DPK 12,012,300

65. ORYX DEPOT CAL-
ABAR

EPZ, CALABAR PMS 10,600,000 2008 ACTIVE

AGO 15,900,000

DPK 0

66. PUMA ENERGY 
DEPOT CALABAR

CALABAR PMS 0 2016 ACTIVE

AGO 0

DPK 0

69. ROSA MYSTICA 
DEPOTCALABAR

CALABAR PMS 26,840 DECEMBER 2010 ACTIVE

AGO 13,420

DPK 13,420
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70. SAMON DEPOT 
CALABAR

CFTZ, CALABAR PMS 21, 988, 626 NOV, 14 ACTIVE

AGO 10,975623

DPK 11,003,950

71. SPECIALITY DEPOT 
CALABAR

CALABAR PMS 45,000,000 2014 NOT ACTIVE

AGO 0

DPK 0

72. SLOK DEPOT IKOT 
ABASI

IKOT ABASI, CAL-
ABAR

PMS 12,570,000 2016. ACTIVE

AGO 12,570,000

DPK 12,570,000.

73. TEMPOGATE DEPOT 
CALABAR

CALABAR PMS 25, 260,881 2010 ACTIVE

AGO 6,298,262

DPK 6,317,718

74. UGO-HANNAN 
DEPOT CALABAR

CALABAR PMS 20,400,000 2015 ACTIVE

AGO 6,800,000

DPK

75. VINE OIL DEPOT 
CALABAR

EPZ, CALABAR PMS 13,000,000 2014 ACTIVE

AGO 5,900,000

DPK 6,500,000

76. WABECO DEPOT 
CALABAR

PORT-SIDE IN-
DUSTRIAL ESTATE, 

CALABAR

PMS 17,023,624 JANUARY 2016 NOT ACTIVE

AGO 8,510,961

DPK 8,520,363
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Coastal Jetty Development
 

LAGOS AREA

S/NO FACILITY LOCATION DRAUGHT DATE

COMMISSIONED

CURRENT

STATUS

1. IBRU IBRU yard Apapa Oshodi expressway 
before coconut bus stop, Lagos.

6.00 METRES 1980 ACTIVE

2. CAPITAL Westminister bus stop Apapa Oshodi 
expressway.

BERTH 1= 10.5 BERTH 4= 9.5, 2 
and 3 BERTH are not in use

2009 ACTIVE

3. FOLAWIYO Off Creek road, Apapa, Lagos. 10.5 METRES 1st AUGUST 2006 ACTIVE

4. FATGBEMS Kirikiri road off Oshodi Apapa expressway. 7.2 METRES OCTOBER 2009 ACTIVE

5. WAZIRI Along NIPCO Depot road, Apapa, Lagos 6.0 METRES 2002 ACTIVE

6. CHIPET Satellite town Ijegun, Lagos. 8 METERS JUNE 2016 ACTIVE

7. BOVAS Kirikiri road off Oshodi Apapa expressway. 7 METRES 1st SEPTEMBER 
2009

ACTIVE

8. BOND 
GLOBAL

Satellite town, Ijegun Lagos. 6.5 METRES 30TH OCTOBER 
2015

ACTIVE

9. TECHNO Kirikiri road off Oshodi Apapa expressway. 7.5 METRES 2006 ACTIVE

10. EMADEB Satellite town, Ijegun Lagos. 8 METRES February 2014 ACTIVE

11. WOSBAB Satellite town, Ijegun Lagos. 6.5 METRES SEPTEMBER 2015 ACTIVE

12. STALLIONAIRE Satellite town, Ijegun Lagos. 10 METRES 31st MAY 2015 ACTIVE

13. INTEGRATED Coconut Bus stop, Oshodi Apapa 
expressway.

6.5 METRES 2005 ACTIVE

14. INDEX Kirikiri road off Oshodi Apapa expressway. 8 METRES 2010                                                        ACTIVE

15. A.A RANO Satellite town, Ijegun Lagos. 10 METRES AUGUST 2014 ACTIVE

16. APAPA Apapa, Lagos. 8-9 METRES MARCH 2002 ACTIVE

17. DEE JONES Beach land, Apapa Lagos. 7.4 METRES 2003 ACTIVE

                 PORT HARCOURT AREA

18. FLT PORT HARCOURT 8 METRES 25th JUNE 2004 ACTIVE

19. MAGCOBAR 
BITUM

PORT HARCOURT 7.5METRES-6METRES 2007 ACTIVE

20. NPA PH PORT HARCOURT 7.0METRES-9.0METRES 13th SEPTEMBER ACTIVE

21. DELMAR PORT HARCOURT 8.0METRES DECEMBER 1999 ACTIVE

22. FOT PORT HARCOURT 13-15 METRES ACTIVE

23. LIQUID BULK PORT HARCOURT LOW: 4.4METRES 25th SEPTEMBER 2014 ACTIVE

24. MASTERS 
ENERGY

PORT HARCOURT H:9.5METRES 25th JULY 2009 ACTIVE

25. PETROSTAR PORT HARCOURT 8.5METRES JUNE 2010 ACTIVE

26. SHORELINK PORT HARCOURT 14.0METRES JANUARY 2010 ACTIVE
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WARRI AREA

27. A & E PETROL WARRI 7.2METRES OCTOBER 2013 ACTIVE

28. MATRIX ENERGY WARRI H: 3METRES, L: 11METRES NOVEMBER 2014 ACTIVE

29. PINNACLE WARRI 12METRES 27th DECEMBER 2015 ACTIVE

OGHARA AREA

30. BLACKLIGHT OGHARA 2012 NOT ACTIVE

31. CYBERNETICS OGHARA H: 8.60METRES 2006 ACTIVE

32. DUTCHESS OGHARA 7.0 METRES AUGUST 2014 NOT ACTIVE

33. FRADRO OGHARA H: 7METRES 12th SEPTEMBER 2015 ACTIVE

34. NEPAL OGHARA 9 METRES 18th MAY 2013 ACTIVE

35. OTHNIEL 
BROOKS

OGHARA 10 METRES NOVEMBER 2014 ACTIVE

36. PRUDENT 
ENERGY

OGHARA H: 6.50METRES, L: 
5.50METRES

AUGUST 2014 ACTIVE

37. RAINOIL OGHARA 8.5 METRES 2011 ACTIVE

38. RENOIR OGHARA 10 METRES NOT ACTIVE

KOKO AREA

41. TAURUS KOKO 8.00 METRES MAY 2015 ACTIVE

CALABAR

42. DANIUM 
ENERGY

CALABAR H:4.5METRES, L: 
2.5METRES

2016 ACTIVE

43. DOZZY CALABAR 8.5 METRES 2014 ACTIVE

44. NORTHWEST CALABAR 7 METRES SEPTEMBER 2009 ACTIVE

45. SIXXCO CALABAR 2017 NOT ACTIVE

IKOT ABASI

47. SLOK IKOT ABASI H:2.0METRES, L:1.0METRES 2016 ACTIVE
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STAKEHOLDERS IN OIL AND GAS MEET IN UYO ...TASKED ON EXPLORATION OF NIGERIA’S HYDROCARBON

Stakeholders and expert in the Hy-
drocarbon sector of the oil and gas 
industry met recently in Uyo, Akwa 
Ibom State where they deliberated 
on some achievements and chal-
lenges of hydrocarbon’s develop-
ment in the country.

Governor Udom Emmanuel of 
Akwa Ibom State, while declaring 
the 2nd National Council on Hy-
drocarbon open at the Ibom Trop-
icana Entertainment Centre. He 
expressed the belief that the Coun-
cil meeting would appraise the im-
plementation of the programmes 
and policies in the Hydrocarbon 

sub-sector of the economy, formu-
late new ones, as well as share ideas 
in the management of the entire pe-
troleum industry in the country. He 
charged the participants to cosider 
policies that will fast-track the ex-
ploitation of hydrocarbon in a safe, 
secure and friendly environment 
for the benefit of the country and 
development of host communities 

The governor ,whose message was 
read by the Commissioner for 
Transport and Petroleum Resourc-
es, Mr Orman B. Esin, noted that 
as the leading producer of hydro-
carbon in the country, Akwa Ibom 

was making in-roads towards local 
content as well as provision of in-
frastructure and establishment of 
mid-stream industries

He lauded the people of the state for 
sustaining the peace, adding that 
the hosting of the Council meeting 
in Uyo was of great significance to 
the state as it still prides itself as 
the most peaceful state in the Niger 
Delta Region. 

In her remarks, the Permanent 
Secretary, Ministry of Petroleum 
Resources, Dr Folasade Yemi-Esan, 
noted that the establishment of the 
National Council on Hydrocarbon 

Stakeholders in Oil and Gas 
Meeting in Uyo
BY CHRIS ABANIKANDA
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and the subsequent hosting of the 
inaugural meeting in Abuja last 
year, marked a turning-point in the 
country’s oil and gas sector, as the 
industry now has a sustainable plat-
form to grow linkages and for the 
convergence of ideas on an annual 
basis. 

She noted that the ongoing re-
forms in the industry have further 
underscored the imperative for ef-
fective stakeholder’s management, 
adding that the reforms and other 
initiatives of the government were 
geared towards making the country 
more attractive to both domestic 
and foreign investors. The Perma-
nent Secretary listed the reforms 
to include the 7Big Wins, a docu-
ment which outlines the short and 
medium terms plan of the Federal 
Government to grow the Nigerian 
oil and gas sector between 2015-
2019 and the Economic Recovery 
and Growth Plan (ERGP) 2017-
2020 which focuses on restoring 
growth, building a globally com-
petitive economy and investing in 
the people. 

She expressed the optimism that 
with the calibre of stakeholders 
and experts present at the second 
national conference, “We shall rise 
from our meeting with outcomes 
that will promote the massive ex-
ploration of the untapped potential 
of Nigeria’s hydrocarbon resource.”

Dr. (Mrs.) Yemi-Esan further ex-
pressed detyermination by the 
Ministry of Petroleum Resources 
not to relent in seeking new areas 
for the development of hydrocar-
bon, stressing that the recent ap-
proval of the national oil and gas 
policies by the Federal Government 
has given the Ministry an added 
impetus. She also noted that the 
inaugural Council Meeting last 

year was a significant phase in the 
country’s oil and gas sector as the 
country now has a sustainable plat-
form to grow linkages and for the 
convergence of ideas on an annu-
al basis. She equally expressed the 
Council’s appreciation to the gov-
ernment and people of Akwa Ibom 
for hosting the meeting and ex-
pressed optimism that the outcome 
would help in moving the industry 
and the country forward. 

The Executive Secretary of PPPRA, 
Abdulkadir Saidu in his address 
at the programme said that as the 
world continues in its search for 
a better and cheaper energy mix 
through the Gas Revolution, the 
Gas sub-sector has received enor-
mous impetus from the present 
Administration, through the devel-
opment of the 7 Big Wins, which 
is a robust and sustainable policy 
that seeks to harmonize the various 
institutional policy thrusts for the 
purpose of driving a more dynamic 
Oil and Gas industry in Nigeria.

He stated further that, the goal of 
the 7-Big Wins is to remedy the 
challenges in the Nigeria Oil and 
Gas Industry, by coming up with 
laws targeted at driving efficiency, 
encourage investments and im-
prove Local participation in the 
sector. Specifically, the gas compo-
nent of the 7-Big Wins is to facil-
itate enabling policies that could 
jump-start the Gas Industry to en-
sure improved power availability.

The PPPRA boss who was repre-
sented by the General Manager 
(Corporate Planning), Mr. Adesoji 
Soloye, assured that the Agency is 
currently mapping out a  well-ar-
ticulated direction to achieve the 
set target, by conducting a compre-
hensive survey of LP Gas Plants, LP 
Gas Depots and LP Gas Distribu-

tors/Retailers nationwide, so as to 
have a reliable databank that could 
guide the formulation of pragmatic 
and enduring Government policies 
for the Gas sector, identify the hu-
man resources available in the LP 
Gas supply and distribution chains, 
as well as identify the constraints 
inhibiting the effective supply,  dis-
tribution and marketing of LP Gas 
in Nigeria. 

In his words “the Gas and Renew-
able Energy Department of PPPRA 
is working in tandem with other 
Stakeholders to ensure the attain-
ment of the proposed Gas Revo-
lution in Nigeria, geared towards 
positioning Nigeria as the regional 
hub for gas utilization as well as 
gas-based industries” the advantag-
es of Gas utilization are numerous 
therefore, the forum was expect-
ed to further enlighten Nigerians 
on the Economic, Environmental, 
Agricultural, and Social benefits 
of Hydrocarbon to the country, as 
a player in a world that is fast-em-
bracing effective and efficient ener-
gy mix.

The PPPRA boss said that time has 
come for all the stakeholders in the 
sector to put in place a good poli-
cy that would be investor-friendly 
in the Hydrocarbon sector for im-
proved revenue, employment gen-
eration and clean environment; all 
sustained by adequate recognition 
of the host communities.

He therefore seeks for collaboration 
from all the Stakeholders in the En-
ergy Sector with the Ministry of 
Petroleum Resources, to provide a 
more efficient Energy mix, which 
could form the bedrock of Nige-
ria’s economic growth and develop-
ment.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
2018

1 Nigeria International Petroleum Summit 
(NIPS), International Conference Centre, 
Abuja, February 18 - 22

2

African Refiners Association (ARA) 
Week Cape town, March 12-16, 2018.4

6
5

7
8
9

Offshore Technology Conference (OTC), 
Houston Texas, April 30 - May 5, 2018.

MPR Scorecard,    Conference Hall. 1st 
Quarter, 2018.

Oil Trading Logistics (OTL), 
Oriental Hotel Lagos, October 2018.

Oil & Gas Industry Award, 
Abuja, 2nd Quarter 2018.

West African International Petroleum 
Exhibition & Conference (WAIPEC), 
Lagos, February 6 - 8, 2018.   

Oil and Gas IP Week, (IPW 2018) 
London, 20 - 22 February 2018.3

CITAC African Downstream Workshops, 
Cape Town, March 15-16, 2018.
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2017 Outstanding Staff 
Ministerial Recognition Award

Olanrewaju Akinwumi

Jane Gadin

M’uazu Yusuf

Scholastica Ifenkwe

Tukur Mohammed

Mansur Dabo

As part of the initiatives of the 
Honourable Minister of State 
for Petroleum Resources, Dr. 
Ibe Kachikwu to continuous-
ly boost staff morale, increase 
staff motivation and enhance 
productivity, the Honourable 
Minister consciously endeav-
ours to recognise, appreciate 
and reward outstanding staff 
of the Ministry and its para-
statals on a yearly basis. The 
Ministry has commenced 
preparations to host the Min-
isterial Recognition Award 
Ceremony for 2017. This is se-
quel to the successful hosting 
to the 2016 edition, which held 
at the Petroleum Technology 
Development Fund (PTDF) 

Tope Ogundola

Mopelola Samuel

conference room and had in 
attendance the Permanent 
Secretary, CEOs and repre-
sentatives of the Ministry and 
all parastatals under it. The 
2016 Ministerial Recognition 
Award which was a colourful 
ceremony presided over by the 
Honourable Minister himself, 
capped the end of year activ-
ities of the Ministry for 2016.

At the programme, Tosin 
Osijirin of Operations Depart-
ment was recognised and pre-
sented with the PPPRA staff of 
the year award for 2016 by the 
Honourable Minister.

In the 2017 awards, Mansur 
Dabo Technical Assistant to 
the Executive Secretary, is the 

 Priscillia Ekpe

Micheal Uduk

recipient of the PPPRA staff 
of the year award in 2017 for 
outstanding performance. He 
joined the Agency in 2006 and 
has worked in the following 
units in Operations Depart-
ment: Planning, Research and 
Development (PRD), Kaduna 
Zonal field office, GM Opera-
tions Support Office and Pro-
gramming, Documentation 
and Inspection (PDI). Mansur 
Dabo distinguished himself on 
account of his hard work, in-
novation and resourcefulness. 

Mr. Dabo emerged from the 
following adjudged high-per-
forming staff in 2017 on a De-
partmental basis: 

i. Mansur Dabo: 
PPPRA Staff of the Year 
2017

ii. Tope Ogundola:  Gas & 
Renewable Energy Dept

iii. M’uazu Yusuf:  Admin & 
HR Department

iv. Priscillia Ekpe: Corporate 
Planning Department

v. Olanrewaju Akinwumi: 
Operations Department

vi. Scholastica Ifenkwe:  
Corporate Service De-
partment

vii. Mopelola Samuel:  Fi-
nance Department

viii. Michael Uduk: Lagos 
Zonal Office

ix. Jane Gadin: Port-Har-
court Zonal Office

x. Tukur Mohammed: Ka-
duna Zonal Office

The Ministerial Recognition 
Award for the PPPRA Staff of 
the year 2017, is scheduled 
to hold in the first quarter of  
2018.

“We live in the kind 

of society where, 

in almost all cases 

hardwork is 

rewarded”

- Neil DeGrasse 

Tyson
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Executive Secretary’s
End-of-Year Message 
to Staff

YOUR EFFORTS IN 2017 HAVE 
JUSTIFIED THE INVESTMENTS 
BY THE GOVERNMENT IN 
ENSURING A SUSTAINABLE 
DOWNSTREAM SECTOR 
AND BOOSTED THE OPTI-
MISM OF OPERATORS AND 
OTHER STAKEHOLDERS ON 
THE FUTURE OF NIGERIA’S 
DOWNSTREAM OIL AND GAS 
SECTOR.

Dear Colleagues,

he year 2017 has had its fair 
share of challenges in the 
petroleum products sup-

ply and distribution and indeed all 
facets of downstream sector regu-
lations. First and foremost, I must 
mention the warm welcome and 
cooperation accorded me since my 
assumption of office in May 2017, 
by the Management and staff, in-
cluding the in-house industry 
unions – PENGASSAN and NU-
PENG. 

The Appropriate Pricing Frame-
work (APF), which has been the 
cornerstone of our policy and reg-
ulatory focus in 2016 and 2017 
faced its economic and post-eco-
nomic recession obstacles which 
challenged a smooth and seamless 
implementation. However, by the 
collective effort, dedication, de-
termination and innovation of the 
Board, Management and Staff of the 
Agency, we were able to stay afloat 
and guarantee Nigerians uninter-
rupted supply and distribution of 

petroleum products at reasonable 
and officially designated prices.

The full deregulation gains for 
other products aside PMS glad-
ly have been sustained in 2017. 
We look to the years ahead with 
optimism that same feat will be 
achieved in the PMS market when 
the supply and distribution of the 
product will be fully self-financing 
and self-sustaining, with no inter-
ruption to the supply and distribu-
tion chain and where full participa-
tion of all credible industry players 
will be actualized.

I want to use this auspicious 
occasion therefore, to commend 
all staff of the Agency for your re-
lentless efforts and contribution in 
ensuring the actualization of all the 
laudable objectives itemized above. 
Your efforts in 2017 have justified 
the investments by the Govern-
ment in ensuring a sustainable 
downstream sector and boosted the 
optimism of operators and other 
stakeholders on the future of Nige-
ria’s downstream oil and gas sector.

The sustenance of the PMS price 
band, despite all the challenges in-
herent in the year is a positive ver-
dict on our collective abilities and 
competencies, justifying the con-
fidence and trust reposed in us as 
an Agency. This is an eloquent tes-
timony to your commitment to en-
suring the successful implementa-
tion of Government policies in the 
sector. I pray that our challenges in 
2017 will become our strength in 
2018 and the years to come.

I must also not fail to mention 
the warm and cordial environment 
you have created for the governing 
Board to function since its inau-
guration. I wish to appreciate the 
laudable contributions of all staff 
in the Headquarters and Zonal of-
fices. I am pleased to announce that 

the exceptional contributions of 
some staff have been acknowledged 
and will be rewarded with various 
categories of award at the sched-
uled 2017 Ministerial Recognition 
Award Ceremony.

While thanking you all for mak-
ing a success of 2017 and making 
my stay in the Agency a success to 
date, we go into 2018 with renewed 
optimism as we look to consolidate 
on the following:

yCreation of an enabling envi-
ronment for all operators in the 
downstream.

yEnthronement of transparency, 
accountability and cost efficien-
cy in the Agency operations.

yForay into hitherto neglected 
areas in oil and gas regulation 
in line with the Agency man-
date.

yEstablishment of a serene oil 
and gas environment based on 
proactive regulatory practice.

yEnhanced Revenue Generation 
and Utilisation.

yCapacity Building
yConstructive Stakeholder’s 

Engagement

One of the key highlights of our 
focus will be the attainment of a 
self-financing status for the Agency 
and the exit from annual appropri-
ation through the elimination of 
waste and expansion of the Agen-
cy’s income stream.

On this note, I want to most 
warmly felicitate with all of us and 
wish you a Merry Christmas and a 
fulfilling 2018. 

Signed

Abdulkadir Saidu
Executive Secretary

THE SUSTE-
NANCE OF 
THE PMS 
PRICE BAND, 
DESPITE ALL 
THE CHAL-
LENGES 
INHERENT IN 
THE YEAR IS 
A POSITIVE 
VER-DICT 
ON OUR 
COLLECTIVE 
ABILITIES 
AND COM-
PETENCIES, 
JUSTIFYING 
THE CON-
FIDENCE 
AND TRUST 
REPOSED 
IN US AS AN 
AGENCY.

“

“

“

“
T
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TRIBUTE
Late Saratu Dandi (Hajia)

I have known Saratu Dandi for over 
a decade, she was my boss, a friend, 
a counsellor, a model of some sorts. 
She was humble, peaceful, com-
passionate and kind-hearted. Ev-
erybody had a good relationship 
with her and she respected people’s 
opinion on any debatable issues.

She was an Amazon, who lived 
to get things done without recourse 
to conflict, she believed in fairness 
and abhorred injustice. Saratu will 
go extra mile to assist on any chal-
lenge within her capacity or take a 
move to higher level just to ensure 
one’s comfort. A case of a university 
graduate newspaper vendor  Mat-
thias Ebri whom she assisted to be 
en-listed and become an officer of 
the Nigerian Army would remain 
evergreen.

While on sick bed, Saratu contin-
ued to remain active and willing to 
assist and counsel, sharing her ex-
periences. But those days are gone, 
gone though not forgotten. It’s real-
ly hard to accept that she is dead, 
we surely miss you.

Saratu (52), was born on Novem-
ber 14, 1965, in Garkida, Adamawa 
state. She attended Local Primary 
School, Mayango, Jos, Plateau State 
from 1973-1978 and Government 
Secondary School Potiskum, Yobe 
State from 1978 to 1983. She later 
gained admission into University of 
Maiduguri where she obtained BA. 
in Mass Communication in 1988. 

She began Career in Public Ser-
vice in 1990 when she joined the 
Joint Admission and Matriculation 
Board (JAMB), where she worked 
as a Public Relations Officer. In 
2004, she became a member of staff 
of  PPPRA also as a Public Affairs 
Officer.

An astute and committed Public 
Servant, Hajia, as she was fondly 
called by her colleagues served in 
different capacities within PPPRA. 
She headed the  Publications, 
Documentation and Library Ser-
vices Unit and was Editor, PPPRA 
Downstream Monitor, a quarterly 
publication of the Agency.

In December 2010, she was post-
ed to Lagos as Head, Lagos Zonal 
Office and later redeployed back to 
the Head Office as Head, Protocol, 
Stakeholder and Consumer Rela-

tions Unit. 
At the take-off of the PPPRA 

Cooperative and Multi-Purpose 
Society in 2006, she was appoint-
ed Interim Vice-President by the 
Agency’s Management, a position 
she held until 2007 when a sub-
stantive elected executive came on 
board. She served as a Mem-
ber-PPPRA’s Senior Disci-
plinary Committee. 

Saratu was the PPPRA 
SERVICOM Nodal Offi-
cer  and it was un-
der her leadership that  
the Agency launched 
the PPPRA SERVICOM  
Charter. She served as 
the Nodal Officer until her 
death. 

She was a Member of many 
Professional Bodies such as  Ni-
gerian Institute of Public Relations 
(NIPR).  African Public Rela-
tions Association (APRA).  Char-
tered Institute of Public Relations 
(CIPR).

Saratu, diligently pursued her ca-
reer in the Public Sector, she made 
positive impact in the Agency. She 
was the first female to rise to the 
Management Cadre in PPPRA. She 
was organised, had great milk of 
human kindness but was firm. She 
was a mother figure to many with-
in and outside the Agency. A com-
mitted Rotarian who derived joy in 
serving humanity.

Until her demise on January 5, 
2018, she was Manager, Corporate 
Services Department. 

Gone before us too soon, Saratu 
Dandi, certainly the precious 
memories of you will remain in 
our hearts. The corn you planted 
have germinated and growing, our 
prayer is that no illness shall touch 
the tooth of your children at har-
vest.

The song is ended, but the melo-
dy lingers on…

Adieu Saratu Dandi!

MELACHOLY IS AT THE BOTTOM OF EVERY-
THING, JUST AS AT THE END OF ALL RIV-
ERS IS THE SEA. CAN IT BE OTHERWISE IN 
A WORLD WHERE NOTHING LASTS, WHERE 
ALL THAT WE HAVE LOVED OR SHALL LOVE 
MUST DIE? IS DEATH, THEN, THE SECRET OF 
LIFE? THE GLOOM OF AN ETERNAL MORNING 
ENWRAPS, MORE OR LESS CLOSELY, EVERY 
SERIOUS AND THOUGHTFUL SOUL, AS NIGHT 
ENWRAPS THE UNIVERSE 

“

“

HENRI 
FREDERIC 
AMIE
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OTL 2017 EXPO COMMUNIQUE 

After three days of deliberations, the industry collectively 
agreed as follows: 

 
1. Concerned about the challenges occasioned by the man-

agement of existing indigenous refineries, government 
is called upon to open the refineries to private equity 
participation under models that guarantee independence 
and non-interference. 

2. The private sector is encouraged to come together to share 
risks and costs to establish new refineries and petrochem-
ical plants and take advantage of the supply gap that exists 
in Africa. 

3. Given the emerging global trends towards cleaner energy, 
businesses are encouraged to recalibrate their current op-
erations now, to reflect the growing demand and opportu-
nities for renewable sources. 

4. Realising the need to encourage investment, access to 
finance, competition and deepening of the petroleum 
products markets, governments are strongly urged to 
create a realistic and practical pricing framework that is 
bankable and founded on cost recovery. 

5. Acknowledging that NNPC’s current role as the major 
importer of gasoline into Nigeria is uneconomical, unsus-
tainable and creates market distortions, industry hereby 
calls on government to show political will and totally 
deregulate the downstream petroleum sector. 

6. Targeting increased market certainty and positive com-
petition, government is advised to ensure a level playing 
field for access to foreign exchange by all operators. 

7. Desirous of optimising value for money, shared risks and 
costs in infrastructure projects, governments in West 
Africa are urged to encourage and promote transnational 
infrastructure projects. 

8. Industry operators are urged to explore regular engage-
ment with regulators towards routine review of the pric-
ing template and updating of template factors that are no 
longer up to date with reality. 

9. Concerned about the size of individual operators in and 
across the continent, industry operators are called upon 

to consider mergers, acquisitions and other combination 
arrangements to take advantage of scale and unique ad-
vantages of partnerships. 

10. Considering the losses occasioned by exporting STS 
operations, the Central Bank of Nigeria is called upon 
to review its Letter of Credit policy of foreign exchange 
eligibility which constrains ship-to-ship operations to only 
take place outside Nigerian waters with consequent export 
of jobs and scarce foreign exchange. 

11. Realising that safety and security of cargoes and ships 
are critical in petroleum products availability, NIMASA 
and the Nigerian Navy are called upon to expedite action 
towards the establishment of a Secure Anchorage Area for 
vessels awaiting berthing space at the ports. 

12. Given the value erosion occasioned by discrepancy in 
pricing platforms, operators are encouraged to utilise 
pricing platforms that optimise value to Nigerian-bound 
products and consider utilising both Platts and Argus as 
appropriate. 

13. Determined to ensure sustainable product availability in 
an atmosphere that protects life and property, government 
should strengthen the petroleum supply regulatory regime 
to enforce and ensure the safety and security of the gener-
al public and installations through credible and apolitical 
measures. 

14. Concerned about increasing transport costs, government 
is encouraged to prioritize, through public private part-
nerships, the development of pipe lines and other cheaper 
means of transporting products. 

15. Bothered by wide cost-value discrepancy, industry calls on 
the Nigerian Ports Authority and Nigerian Maritime Ad-
ministration and Safety Agency to urgently consider and 
transit to collection of their dues and charges for Nigerian 
flagged vessels in the local currency. 

16. Given the loss of jobs and market depression occasioned 
by outstanding foreign exchange and interest differentials 
which remain unpaid to major and independent market-
ers, government is urged to expedite the process of and 
complete all outstanding payments.

OTL 2017 Expo - COMMUNIQUE
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“The Federal 
Government would 
build modular 
refineries in oil 
producing areas 

as part of measures to address the 
development challenges arising from 
the years of neglect. The arrangement 
was being concluded with the National 
Sovereign Wealth Fund, (NSWF) and 
industry experts on the take-off of 
modular refineries.”

Vice President Yemi Osinbajo during a 
town hall meeting in Umuahia, Abia State.

The Petroleum Policy 
intends to move the 
Nigerian economy 
away from using crude 
oil sales as a source 
of income to one with 

oil based petrochemical industries and 
gas based industrialization. The intention 
is to; achieve a comprehensive supply of 
petroleum products make Nigeria refining 
hub; introduce Petrochemical industries 
to realise the full value from oil refining.  

Minister of State for Petroleum Resource, 
Dr. Ibe Kachikwu while on a visit to the 
Dangote Oil Refinery site at Lekki Free 
Trade Zone, in Lagos.

The ongoing major 
reforms in the industry 
further underscore 
the imperative for 
effective stakeholders’ 
management. 

These reforms include the 7Big Wins, 
a document outlining the short and 
medium terms plans of the federal 
government to grow the Nigerian oil and 
gas industry between 2015-2019.  

Permanent Secretary, Ministry of 
Petroleum Resources, Dr. Folasade Yemi-
Esan while delivering her address at the 

2nd National Council on Hydrocarbon in 
Uyo, Akwa Ibom State.

PPPRA is currently 
mapping out a  well-
articulated direction 
to achieve the set 
target, by conducting a 
comprehensive survey 

of LP Gas Plants, LP Gas Depots and 
LP Gas Distributors/Retailers nationwide, 
so as to have a reliable databank that 
could guide the formulation of enduring 
Government policies for the Gas- sector, 
identify the human resources available 
in the LP Gas supply and distribution 
chains, as well as identify the constraints 
inhibiting the effective supply,  distribution 
and marketing of LP Gas in Nigeria.  

Executive Secretary of PPPRA, 
Abdulkadir Saidu in his address at the 
2nd National Council on Hydrocarbon in 
Uyo, Akwa Ibom State.

The key issue is a price 
war. The marketers have 
made representation 
to the Federal 
Government and the 
Minister of State for 

Petroleum Resources, Ibe Kachikwu to 
allow price hike of petroleum and leave 
the sector to market forces. The President 
and Senior Government officials are, 
however, opposed to price hike because 
of its spiral effect on the socio-economic 
life of the nation. It also has grave 
political implication for the survival of the 
present government.   

The Group Managing Director of the 
NNPC, Dr. Maikanti Baru, while speaking 
with State House Correspondents over 
the lingering fuel scarcity in the country.

Marketers that are in 
the habit of 
perpetrating unethical 
practices that 
contribute to the 
queues we have had 

in the few weeks should desist. We are 
intensifying our surveillance and 
monitoring to ensure normalcy returns 
within the shortest possible time. We 
have revived the sanctions for sharp 
practices such as hoarding, diversion 
and under-dispensing with the aim of 
ensuring that they commensurate with 
the offence.  

Executive Secretary of PPPRA, 
Abdulkadir Saidu while speaking on the 
current Scarcity of PMS in the country.

From the business 
point of view, this event 
is second to none, 
especially in terms of 
value. Participants do 
not need to go on the 

internet or travel around the world before 
meeting partners; they can get at this 
event. The OTL Africa Week creates the 
platform for them to enhance their 
businesses.  

Mr. Emeka Akabogu, Chairman, OTL 
Africa Downstream Week.

So, whether the template is reviewed or 
not, one major factor is the issue of forex. 
Currently, the dollar is at N365 and if 
the government can make it available to 
marketers at a rate of about N250, then 
marketers will be able to sell the product 
at the rate of 145/litre when they import.  

National Vice President, Independent 
Petroleum Marketers Association of 
Nigeria, Abubakar Maigandi on condition 
for Oil Marketers to sell petrol at N145.

WORDS ON MARBLE
BY CHRISTOPHER ABANIKANDA
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Petroleum Products Pricing Regulatory Agency (PPPRA)
No. 1012, Cadastral Zone, AOO, Central Business District, P. M. B. 609, (Garki GPO), Abuja.
Website: www.pppra.gov.ng

...towards a vibrant downstream Sub-sector

PETROLEUM PRODUCTS PRICING REGULATORY AGENCY (PPPRA)

Our Achievements 

yAvailability of products nationwide
yCreation of investment window for entrepreneurs 
yStabilization of domestic pump price in the heat of rising crude prices in 

the international market
yIncreased awareness of downstream sector operations
yEffective mediation among all stakeholders
yBoost in downstream infrastructure
yEstablishment of reliable downstream sector data bank
ySustaining government’s policy on deregulation of the downstream oil 

sub-sector
yIncreased revenue for government
yPromotion of alternative and cleaner oil for usage and export
yPromotion of gas utilization in Nigeria
yPromoting a renewable energy development initiative towards a bio-

mass-based fuel economy in Nigeria 
yHarnessing the gas policy to unlock the potentials inherent in the gas 

market
yPromotion of self-sufficiency through policy formulation and implemen-

tation resulting in the revival of camotose refineries and construction of 
the Dangote refinery. 

yFull and total deregulation of White Products. 
yIntroduction of reform policies to internationally standardize the Down-

stream Sector. 
yEnhanced transparency and accountability in the Downstream Sector.

Our vision
The attainment of a strong, downstream subsector of the petroleum 
industry where refining, supply and distribution of products are self-
financing and self-sustaining.

Our Mission 
To reposition Nigeria’s downstream sector for improved efficiency.


